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"Noreasonableof.rre,used.sales Oepar fment  TERRACE 
Mon,  to Fr i .  9 A .M.  to 9 P .M.  
Sat.  9 A .M.  to 6 P .M.  _ 
OB PARKER FORD.  : j .  : 
Year.No::af~ - - . ~ , . :  . ', 
ar  bomb 
showdown 
, . .  
Until just oyer a year ago northern British'Columbians had 
only read about the nuclear bomb. 
Then early-in 1970 the Unit£d Slates government conducted 
the first of a series of nuclear blasts it has planned foi" Amcbitka 
Island in 1he Aluetlan chafn.about !,500 miles north of Prince 
Rupert. 
~hile the United States government is giving "~'ery careful. 
study" tothe question of wbe.ther to go ahead with the nuelcar 
blast slated there this fall various Canadian organizations have 
sprung to life to stall it. - 
Earlier this week the U,S, Senate voted to postpone the test 
unless president Richard Nix0n gave his "direct approval" to 
the blast. 
The Senate declared that the bomb site was situated in a 
potential earthquake Zone. 
In Prince Rupert the SPECgroup is plaunlng a mass  public I rally to protest he blast. 
i They claim that whiie scientific authorities have all but 
eliminated the possibility of a major earthquake and tidal wave 
resulting from the blast the total possibility has not been ruled 
out. 
The primary matter of current concern is .that the blast will 
:, seriously disrupt he ecological balance of the entire pacific 
Northwest Region, 
I The group points out that the Rupert area was hit by a small 
- tidal wave as result of the Alaska earthquake a few years ago. 
It notes thai the nuclear device could trigger a devastating 
I earlhquakeand tidal wave. 
SPEC working hand in hand witfi Prince Rupert City officials, 
are strongly protesting the planned nuclear test of the bomb 
! which is equal to five million tons of TNT and is 250 times as 
.powerful as the atomic blast which levelled the Japanese city of 
i iroshima near the end of,the seond world War. 
The unusual alliance between a city government and SPEC 
i has seen Rupert Council send off a letter to president Nixon 
protesting the test. 
The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission admits there will be 
minor leakage of radioactive tritium into the sea. 
SPEC claims that this will have disastrous effects on B.C. 
COASTAL MARINE AND ANIMAL LIFE. 
The marine life could become infested with a condition known 
as gentic loading~ Researchers have discovered that genetic 
loading hinders the work of genes and results in more disease; 
mental illness; cardiac problems and diabetes, 
The Canadian federal government has weakly protested the 
blast-pointing out that both ecological and geophysical 
calamities have not been ruled out. ~ 
In Vancouvl~r.a:groupofconcerned women,have obtained a
seaworthy vesSela~l plan to saii iJitb the hta/'t"()f ~i~e blast area 
in an effort to delay the bl~st and bear pressure on the U.S. 
GOVERNMENT- CANCEL THE TEST EXPLOSION: 
The group is called the "Don't make a wave committee" and 
they have dubbed their vessel "Grden PeaCe." 
Thepeace ship full of women has been asked to visit Rupert 
when it navigates towards the blast zone this fall. 
While response to the blast has been negligible in Terrace, an 
authoritiy has pointed out that if a major earthquake r sulted 
from the Test: Terrace could he right in the middle of the fauR 
line. 
U.S. Depty press ecretarY Gerald L. Warren said the review 
now under way is weighing the questions ef environmental 
safety and national security. 
The test would have an explosive force equal to that of 5 
million tons of TNT. 
' President Nixnn will have to make the ultimate decision on the 
test, proposed by the Atomic Energy. Commission. Serious 
questions have been raised about he ecological risks, including 
the possibilities of triggering an earthquake, contaiminating 
surrounding fishery areas and dnagers' of escaping radiation, 
Asked whether reports were correct hat five of seven federal 
agencies sounded out opposed the test, Warren said he could not 
comment on:that. . . . . . .  • 
There was no indication given of when President Nixon may 
announce his decision. " 
',General: manager TF, RRACE CENTENNIAL 
i ' " ('OMMITTEE ribbo This is the amount pledged by 
c u t s  the' Terrace.  Centennial 
• our  n Committee including the B.C. 
: Centennial Grant. 
British Columbia General .. Nova Scotia Manager A.C. SERVICE CLUnS 
Manager D.A.Y. Merrick of the Sand0ver-Slye made an This amount .represents 
Bank of Nova Scotiq visited appearance and congratulated previous commitments-made 
,Terrace Tuesday to officially present Manager B.W. Selder by'the Kin Club in the amount of 
open the Terrace bt'anch~s new on the new premise. $t8,000 and the Rotary Club in. 
building. Since Mr. Sandover.Slye theamount of $10,000 . plus 'the 
Having made many past • began work in 1951 the Terrace Lion's-Ladies and t~e Royal 
pleasure visits to the area,s best Bank has experienced many Canadian Legion. 
ishing spots. Mr. Merrick this changes. 
week resigned himself to ' A new concept in banking has ADVANCE GIFTS 
business after his arrival by jet been introduced in the building - This represents monies 
was deferred to Prince Rupert and riflers,, a more personal pledged or cash donations by a 
andre-r0utedtoTerracebybus, teller-customer relatio~hip, g roup  of approximately one 
:::,hundred people. 
THURSDAY,. AUGUST 5, 19"/I ".'L~.P,~eE;:~.C.; 
Ribbon.cutting ceremonies administered by 
Terrace Bank of Nova Scotia Manager B.W. 
Selder, B.C, General Manager D.A.Y, Merrick 
Mayor VietorJolliffe and first time manager of 
lhe Terrace branch A.C. Sandover.Slye. The 
new Terrace bank building is termed as the 
finest and most attractive structure in the 
province. The building's 4000 square footage 
doubles the old buildings pace and allows for 
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Mi l l i on  do l la r  
name ehange 
A Vancouver based 
real estate empire will 
not construct a million 
dollar plus shopping 
centre complex in 
Terrace. 
Ray Skoglund said 
Wednesday that Block 
Brothers. of Vancouver is 
acting as a planning and 
building agent on his 
behalf -" and- is n,)t 
committ ing i tse l f  
financially to the project. 
The  Ter race  
businessman, said he is 
the major financier Of the 
project. 
~Information revealed 
prior to the Skogltmd 
interview suggested that 
Block Brothers had 
committed itself towards 
the  proposed  
development. 
The development site is 
cur rent ly  zoned 
residential. HoweVer a 
public hearing for 
rezoning to commercial 
has been set for 
Municipal  Council 
How it goes Sunny 
exp i red  . . . . . .  . . . .  returning eather= . . . . . . . . .  
Following is an explanation of those people that made personal 
the terms used in th~ arena donations through . their The weather man says the 
scorecard box, "How it goes", businesses in the Advance Gifts weekend should see some sunny 
The explanations, felt Division. 
necessary by the Terrace Arena periods with the long range 
Association should clarify any OUT-OF-TOWN forecast generally calling for 
doubt in your minds as to where CORPORATIONS cloudy conditi0m. 
Tomorrow's high should Butt Fires your funds are going and what This reports the amount of range .between 60 and 65 with 
they're doing, money paid o'r qommitted to loWs . between the 55 and 60 
There is a breakdown of the daie from out, of town degreemark. 
total amount of money pledged corporations. " Weekend temperatures are 
andi in' cash donation to the COMMUNITY C~NVASS expected to climb to 70 with 
Arena Project including This figure represents the evening lows remaining ar0und 
previous commitments as well present stole of our Community Friday's mark... 
as .figures for the present Canvass and is pledged or. Rain fellthroughout the'week 
campaign, dona~tedfrom the community at with Monday measurements 
I)REVIOUS • ARENA large. " reading .27 inches, Tuesda~"s at 
ASSOCIATION This makes a total of .04 inches with Wednesday's minor bush fires. Ownes said This is monies raised $200,005.9~-with pledges and 
around.09 inches. ~Highs each that people had excercised 
previously to the present cash donations to date of which day were rec~ded around 63" ektreme caution during the 
campaign by the Arena $38,206,40 is now in the degrees whilelows stayed just recent hot spell, and that it was 
Assocation. This amount was Municipal Trust Fund. Of the over the 50 degree mark. particularly 'gratifying that no 
on hand at the start of the $200,005.96 total approximately Though no major rain periods fires were started, by children 
present fund.raising campaign, $154,400.001 is payable in 1971 . are expected over the next few during the month of July. 
with the rest payable in 1972. days the weather man suggests Out of a total of 20 ambulance 
This is present state of our that rubber boots be brought OUt calls, t4 were emergency calls 
Arend Campaign. ~ storage if not out already, and six were routine removals. 
I .ARENA OAMPAIGN . TOTAL PLEDGED AND IN OdSH i 
AUHST =, .lO71 I 
e. House new previously 
unestablished stores in 
Terrace. 
eBe constructed" Block 
Brothers. 
He said the five store 
covered shopping centre, 
when constructed, would 
not increase competition 
inan already competitive 
area. 
It would, however, 
provide modern and 
larger trading facilities 
to existing retailers who 
wish toexpand. 
This, he said, Would 
provide a better trading 
area for the surrounding 
countryside. 
In addition to offering 
better trading facilities it 
would also add between 
75-80,000 dollars per year 
in tax money to the 
municipality. 
Skoglund :: .promised 
that complete -details 
about the :propOsed 
shopping centre complex 
would be revealed at the 
public meeting at which 
time a representative 
from Block Brothers will 
be on hand to display site 
drawings and answer 
questions. 
,- . . :  
Drug war 
Chambers .. August 9th. disease virus is another members last week when R~/y 
Skoglund said that dae,~ :fa~rT idab le  problem...drug Sheward, one of the Province, s 
to: sketchy information • Although top and most Outspoken Lion's 
it i s  difficult, to executives revealed that the 
Terrace businessmen obtain accurate figures .about success of [lle'gal drug traffic is 
and an alderman had the numbers of drug abuse not dependent on long hairs. 
wron~lY C i icluded th~it patients local doctors treat, it is Cont ra  to " o ulai- b . . . .  . __  : 0 . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  . r~ P p ehefs, 
the  shonninc~ centi.e:_~eY4.~t:.t~t..~,drug~ p oblem" ~na ld  ill~gal C~'ug traffic is 
would" ~. t~ in Terrace. °- dependent on. honest ' lookifig 
Hard pressed district health businessmen who value the 
off/¢ials are hes/tont to disclose buck more than human life. 
DiScarded cigarette butts 
caused six fires in Terrace in 
July, with a total damage of $50 
according to Fire Chief Andy 
Owens. 
Two of thesixfires occured on 
the Skeena Bridge, one in an 
automobile and  three were 
TOTAL. THIS 
DIVISION i. REPORT .I TOTAL LAsT REPORT I . HET 
. . . . . . . . .  I OHANGE 




Terra,, [ OOAO Centen,ial 21,0 :: 
Oommiflee .... ,, 
being lost 
Keeping in tune with rapid ahaseis a taboo topic because it
scientific advances is the field infringes upon all social evels. 
of medicine. In medical journals drug abuse 
British Columbia medical is frequently given a double 
authorities have utilized these classification - prescribed and 
advances to eliminate or arrest illegal. 
the spread of. most contagious The social implications of the 
_ and infeetious diseases, drug problem were made 
However, replacing the "evident o Terrace Lion's Club 
T'----T.race,.o..eM, Se,,ers.,,d ' . . . . . . . r  
!foot structure doubles the:: / .  ": The Wickets from the.'old ~:- :--": : ' • : 
.bank's old buildin~:snaca mid is' :system have been lifted and the  iA!t,AL. BUSINESS, .. 
one of, many new construction ~"teller.,.,is brought Closer.' to :,This, ~s the.amen t of.money S01'~io0 ' 
ste c " pmugea nn In cash donation " ps currently ",r being ustomers, hesaid ~ " ~  m. ,uu 28.310.0  
Undertaken inthe province and',:i'. Theo ld  system's ' ymbol of :.collected to date fromiour~10cal. 0 lub |  . 
Yukon Territory,: .... /:..',~":~ .hierarchy i,/haSl ~.also ~ "been business community.excluding. ' ' ~ " : , ' ' '" . . . .  " : . . . .  ' " : 
- - '  ; " ' :  . . . . .  ; :  ;",abandonecl~;Ith:the.tellers now ' ::.:-- ~].:. ..... , ' r" ~' : :~ • i . .  , . :  idvanoe:  .i ! :  
communit ies Wbitehorse,'  : : " -  .g " . . .  :: . . . .  : sw,ve,~' ~ f~ ' ,~  ' : . ' I  .... . .~m . 
Delta, Duncan and,Surrey ?=e ,ne.o,g th  " 
.also in line for new branch ' . m w e.~.s gra_no o~mng, ~F .v .  . '  .~ . . l .~ , J L lb  ' 
. came.at..:a'~aemy~l t,meaf ter .used  c0'mtruc,,-,,",...-,,~: ,^ :  . . . . .  ~ '~ breaMng:.and:~ '~ ' : "enter in '"  _ _  :::' , ,18 beginnlngbnildings but atwork theon a23momentmillionthe Terrsce'sunmU" ''auy neavy' ",r.,--" ' Athief ~' : BuMnd.  ,•L0=~I  :El ~d q N ~' ~='~ "~ '*1 r :q: ~lq :f ~ L p" 1~1- -960~n * *[: Ilnl' ~ 1~ " 
:ad~lar complex in .Vancouver.is frneze.upinMar;l~,~ou:~atl~ --: Dic'sSheet Metoi on Lakels g 'r~ q~' 4 F "~ : "~N'O0 ' "  ~4q 
o.p everyones minus. .... " preiiminar~,w0rk !'eonsl;~ed o" ~,venue"in 'Terrace. ,Tuesday -- p mn.0Ut-'of'Tow' ' I  ": i ' / ' . : ."  '~ ,0 : ;00 . . "  i uoslgner anu' official joint ~ .... ' , "  ni fit Walked awa 
landlord of the Terrace huildinu .~reed.aysi.lsd.e!.ay[put ,the r~t  n~l , ,  . . . . .  o,. y. with: nw.or..,.n s. . . . . . . . .  ' o m'consu'uctlon - =---,=u,e' . ve  oano am<m [~a mccarth . . . .  DUnlIKI scfleauie; 
sai~ the.T.~'n~. °~,Itva~n~c~ou~ve,~r' 'The Site ,ocated.Hght"on the .trails.tot radioanda totalofbO :'.i 0ommunl  • : ,~07: . ,  1: L .i ~-,(: 'k::I , ,~ , : ,  ; : 
of the flnes-t-aml-zn~tat"~ract'[v'e' corner Pf .Lakelse and Ka!um is  cenm m/cas n''i ; .  , . ,  : 
hank buildings' in ail 0fBC ' ," eo.nsmer~.asahis.tyrieai!one  T.~, ~,/~:'~:~-. ~.~ • ; . .  ,.i 0.vm,  I 
. . . .  . -anu.: at /me. ,~liClal nneid.u-::: ~..,~y<.-,,,,u~..mez¢ occurreo . 
. "Leaving my company out of ~a- or Jolliffe Ina  - "~ ~r me. mle~ presumamy Y .. speecn sa l . . ,  i n~a . . . . . . . .  ' - - " 
~ematter l  glvetope~dita to the  slte ~ once" :was. :tl/e "ga  • ecess to the, bul]dingby . :: :To I i l  : "  : :  : :  : :194l II 6,,;:. 
ng a: vvlndo~V add dpe ~:~ ..... " 
Terrace for :..~:.: .: !,,:;. )r . ' i :%~!": . , / : : .  .".:/;.. ...~ , . . .  ........ ... ' ' :...,.,~, ... . . .  : . ' .  ". '  . .' .. ' ': ' ' i Job," Mr. McCarthyd°ing amarvellous."said.. ',  : :N~eearlY!'( i: ~. ":': me~06~ .: : ' . : ."  " .  .... i~':~::.Oiih':(... .... I n  . : .... - .-'::i,'-~:":",: : "  . . . . . . . . .  ~!.. •;: •,. , , : , .  ........... : ' 
Terr,ce. Mayoi'. ~le" Joniffe.:: ms'ten :: Sifti:.- | ill;i " ~  " , ~  ,Trul! niolp  : ",: : wad on hand to' offlelnl~.i~eut:'? he:i:iid ~Theyi,?(:: ~:: / 
businesd.~ repre~!, ~ ~ i:i'i~'! '//,!'':,': ~ ':" : : '  :~"~ :'!~::i:~ ~ ! enta f lqes : : / , ' e .~dR~,  ' " : /.~:. .;. i./>!~-; : 
watched.on. ' .: .. ...:'~ ~ Imnk:Im ,!.~.ib~. ~,:~ :~;~ :,~..~,~:~:::~:: : i" ,- , . : : ;! 
.. Very 'flint; Teh'aee aank~'~ :: l '~es~ !do i "  . . . . . . .  ,, l}! ! '~.,. :~',.'*I-~ 
the exact number o[drug abuse 
reports they compile unless the 
information is expressly.written 
' for. 
While the problem has not yet 
been proclaimed as epidemic 
some doctors say - off the 
record - that there iS a definite 
anff"growing problem of drug 
abuse in this region. 
One Terrace doctor says he no 
longer reports the numbers of 
drug abuse patients be treats. 
Health authorities admit that 
this may be. the case and that 
the problem could, be. more 
severe than records indicate. 
However the issue of drug 
Missing 
truck 
A stolen 1,966 Mercury half-ton 
truck missing for several days 
has not yet been located. 
Terrace RCMP are  still 
investigating the theft which 
occurred outside .the Skeena 
Hotel sometime Monday night.. 
Truck owner Marvin Keller of 
Terrace deaeribed the vehicle 
as being blue under a white cab, 
with white engine .hood, and 
Similar accusations .haVe 
been made by Terrace youths, 
who are either current drug 
users or have "kicked the. 
habit." 
In Terrace this week a man 
was sentenced for possession of
heroin in court. 
T~e. 'prov'incial government 
has, this year, set aside large 
amounts of money to. study 'the 
problem of drug abuse in B.C. : 
Recently the provincial 
health minister, in a press 
release, revealed changes...in 
medical v~abulary. 
The Minister of :Health • 
Services .and : Hospital •,
Insuratice, the Honourable .- 
Ralph R; Loffmark, .recently~ 
annonnced that new regulaUbns.. 
for the control of communicable 
diseases had been passed.by!  
erder-in.council. 
Loffmark s ta ted : ,  hose., 
rnguldtiovs Combine four sets of • 
earlier regulations, updating ;: 
them in terms of teday ,s ,~.  
medical knowledge . . . .  The ' : . '  
scientific terms used have been 
modernized, by deleting"such ' 
out-dated words as 'contagiOn' .~ " 
and 'fumigation' add :,:be. 
redefining otJlers:.i " ~ " 
'.'He added the'.+, l ist ' Of/:  
reportable .diseaSes now ~ 
ConformS 'with World" Health 
Organization reeommenda; r~ 
:Any  :persons see ing  this., isol'at'ion' and:; o~e~:'c'o~-ol •.
;n" 
. . . .  -~--~..~ -*.~m~-u=m~.~.~. .. . >,keeping wi~ moderdl medical: '
_ reN~r~er,majo,rl thefts were kn.owledg e . and:thei'i/peut/c:.:: 
:- . . ..~_ . . . . .  ecunNues  . :.;~ ~.: . .< , . : : . , . .  
"' . . . . . .  "" " ' ~/ i i=Loffmar~said that:mueh:~hie: 
: '  " g u ~  - and effort had been spent/,~the.~ . Fire , ,  paratlorl/  o f  '" the 'newi'...: ~ : . : i /  re  . . . . .  . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
::i. regu! atione:~ ::, He:~,edipbasi~ed. ~3:'~:. i 
• ..~:that.::eommunicalb]e~: dls~aS~':::.-i::. ,i~ 
:bore' / . . . :  :important:, pr0gramrin, liealth~::!::::i:...qL: 
. . . . . . . .  ,.:. --:.., . /.". '.:.~....::::. " '.:i~/,.: 
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' sa rah  f th  
. . . . . . . . . . .  t ) e g m  
s o .: L]zesavmg course ,:; s::, 
last ::eh rd : : :  'i :'. ". O . In this area of the world there:  obtained by :  e'on'taetlng :]~ob ,.' ~reei::: io: R~ Cr~ 
THE FLA TBUSH AvE. FREIGHTER 
Ah, Terraee, how lucky you are. But beware, the budding 
metropolis does cometh. Whicti is one way of sayiogexcept for 
the fun of throwing unsuspecting, pe.ople into the ]ake or 
watching little curls of smoke rise skyward; there isn't much 
happening in Terrace entertainment wise but fear not. Plans 
are on the drawing board. It's also a way of introducing the next 
snbject which deals with my little excursion to Vancouver last 
• week. People come in thestore with, "What made you come to a 
Small place likeTerrace" or "How could you leave a city, Don't 
you find it dull here?" Now I can tell you dear people of little, 
dull Terrace, There isn't a prettier (once we close down the 
polluters), spot anywhere,' I went down to Vancouver with the 
fear that after being'away from all the benefits a city has to 
offer which I had grown with and used to, I would want to stay 
down there. No way. After only threemonths of the pace of the 
Terrace way of life I found Vancouver far too hectic. And 
for you skeptics, it wasn't that I didn't know .my way around 
because when you come from New York. it only takes a day to 
size up a city like Vancouver. It's nice for ~ eity but it's he,aches 
are polluted,'its roads conjnsted with cars, its streetscongested 
with people scurrying nowhere and it's general way of life 
draining itself 0[the very energy that keeps it going. So beware 
people of Terrace, Don't let the commercialism of the booming 
city trap you into leading Terrace down the same path. Once 
upon a time Vancouver was the -~ize of Terrace• Remember - 
speed kills - walk don't run. Anyway, what's new with records. 
We now have at the store Cat Stevens "Tea for the Tillerman. 
-.There seems robe two distinct rends in the rock world. One is 
for the heavies uch as_Led Zepplin, Theword isLove. • 
Art  lasSes i 
to  beg in  . . . .  
Club spokeswoman Pat 
Munro this week began a 
recruiting campaign in the 
area. She hereby advises any 
persons interested in 
instructing or receiving 
instruction on the basic 
techniques involved with 
weaving, batik dyeing .and 
pottery to get in touch with the 
Smithers club as soon as 
possible. 
"The classes are really meant 
for beginners but persons 
experienced in the offered 
subjects would certainly help us 
along," Mrs. Munro said. 
She also said the classes wi]l 
briefly run throughout one week 
and although no particular time 
has been set asideit is expected 
that the classes will serve as a 
boosting prelude to the clubs' 
November art show. 
Class fees will also remain 
Basic art .classes sponsored 
by the Smithers Ceramic Club 
will be open to  the creative 
portion of the Terrace 
community this October. 
minimal, covering only the 
. . "' - expense of instructors. 
, "The Terrace area is more 
111~, : : ; _  L "  " I  " " "'~ . . . . . .  ! "  I<'_ °o ' .~ ,~! ' ,1  ~ .... "~-" - .-- ' . . . . . . .  l~ely, [0:- ~DI~ .¢~l, bai~II~A[l 
" - '~  i . . ~ : ~ ~ ~ 1  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~ ,~t ,~- -~~h 
'* . . . .  v - i~- -=. /e~ w. .=. .= .v  .m. l%j~, ,~, . i .  communities are open to tl~e 
• ,,.~: " : • : - classes,'!, she~.said., 
are  Very.few places where the Lipsett at K i t imat ,  Pub l i c  : ,~afe~Se/wlee;'4750 Oak 
.public"can enjoy a good swim.. Swimming Pool or 'writ ing ..Van.sourer.9. : 
• Those areas that are open to . . . . . . . . .  ' ' :. 
the public are dangerous  
because they "do not have 
lifeguards. 
Commencing August 16 to 
August 22 a Red Cross and  
Royal Life Saving Society 
Water Safety and Lifesaving 
instructor training course will 
be ehld at Kitimat. 
The course will be under the 
instruction of Red Cross Field 
Super~,iser Mrs. Jan Lindsay. 
Successful  candidates are 
certified as instructors for both 
the Royal Life Saving Society 
and the R~d Cross, and thenare 
eligible for teaching throughout 
their community , aquatic 
programs. ThoSe eligible for 
enrolment must be 17 yoars 6r 
older by August 22 and hold the 
Bronze Medallion or equivalent 
lifesaving award. 
The course is co-sponsored by 
The K i t imat  Parks and 
Recreation Department and 
detailed information and  
application forms may be 
Thank you British Columbiai 
Seagram's FiveStarnow: iii 
out.  lls all other'bm s 
of whisky,: 
:The  reason?,: :": : 
Easytas te .and  easy  : , :  : : 
to look  at. P lus the .  : 
Seagram name ~ 
and  qua l i ty .  : ", 
P rove  it fo r  yourse l f ,  r 
That 's  the easy  par t .  : : :  
The easy Whisky. 
Th is  adver t i sement  is  not  pub l J shed  or  d i sp layed  by  the  ] 
L iquor  Cont ro l  Board  or  by  the  Government  of  the  prov ince  e l  Br i t i sh  Co lumbh 
Th is  adver t i sement  is not  to  be const rued 'a ' s  a on ly ,  cop ies  o f  wh ich  maybe obta ined  f rom: the]  
pub l i c  o f fe r . ing  o f  the  secur i t ies  ment ioned  Company.  
here in .  Such o f fe r ing  is made by P rospectus  
DRIFTWOOD MINES LTD. (N.P.L.)I ' 
300,000 Oommon Shares 
(60= Par Value) 
New Issue 
t 
P roceeds  to be  used to  exp lo re  and  deve lop  the  
Company 's  Dr i f t  c la ims  in the  Smi thers  a rea ,  as 
For  a P rospectus  .p rov id ing  complete  
in fo rmat ion  f i l l  in  the  coupon and  send to  
Prioe 46* Per SSare 
recommended by  the  Company 's  Con 'su I t ing  
Gee . : l eg i s t .  
Dr i f twood Mines  Ltd .  (N .P .L ) ,  Box  1629, P r ince  
George ,  B.C.  
Na me : . . . . . . . . . . .  o . ,  . . . .  , , . , . , . , o .o . . . ,o . .  . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  , . , . , . , . o . , , . . , . . , oo ,o , . ,  
Address :  
Te lephone:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
/-plays King Kong 
The famous forestry poster 
characte~ known as Smokey the 
Bear seemed to steal the movie 
image of Kin~ Kong as" h.e 
swung from the trees 
-~urr0unding the Teri'ace SPCA 
pound Tuesday. 
SPCA director Albi~r't~de Jong 
qtiiie " verbally . described 
• Smokey as a "pain id the neck'" 
as the little three month old cub 
bottom of the tree while another 
SPCA: assistant climbed to the 
tree's top.~ They both worked 
together until Smokey's only 
• resort was to climb onto the 
truck's" roof. 
At last r~ports Smokey was 
still in custody but higher 
.degrees of caution were being 
used to maintain him. 
successfully broke out of the The bear~came to the pound 
pound and made. another of two. weeks ago when a local 
game: :warden found him 
mahy past rampages ~around .w:6ii~efing ' about the 
tl~e. grouhds. " 
Queensway area inThornhill. A 
.~'I usuaiiy. : keep him right , vehicle had. apparently struck 
indoors," de Jong said, "but 
" . the..animai but the Tuesday today I was (~alled out. on an 
emergency. I left thetop half of afternoon episode at the pound 
a Lwo pari~door open'a'nd when I '. ¢lgai-ly indicated that nu real 
returned.~.well take'.'a Io0k'ul~ .~ darhage 0ccured as a result of 
thi~ tree."f0i- y. urself.. o "'  the strike. 
Smokey refused to cl imb " DespiteSmokey'soceassional 
down aftera crowd otonlookers "lunge for the outdoors, life has 
'. offered everythinga bear could be~n pretty rewarding at the 
ev, er::desire . . . . .  -;:~:' . ,: ' '. l~nd .  ¢ Besides ~the standard 
~Number'one on the lis[:wa.~"a"~ :'food rat]otis supS)lied through 
• j~r of hm~ey. Mil6 atf~m.'pts did.  the linancial, a ido f  Terraee 
n6~ prov~ successful s6'Mr. de'~"Distrit, t Municipality, Smokey 
: J0ng.got out the pound's water .has been receiving many 
hose extention. 
Instead of d is l ik ing the 
following shower of cold water 
Smokey stuck out his tongue 
:: and licked every drop within his 
• reach. 
; The little guy then disp]ayed 
outstanding cl imbing abil ity but 
. instead of coming downwards 
he d idexact ly  tt~e opposite 
i. de:Jon'g filsb showed the Mr: 
er0wd'a: t'hing or two about 
cl!~bingand~tfiat s pe.cialization 
in :tht~/.sport.ce'rtannl~, is in no 
wa]/':r~trit~ted tb I~ars only~ 
donations. 
• Kids visiting the pound have 
rcport~dly, earned money from 
coilec.tin~ l)oP.: bott les  and 
presented :their be'ar friend 'with 
popeiclesliceei'ea:ht ba rs a'hd Of. 
course honey. " Two loca] 
f i shermen hear ing about 
Smokey offered some fish as 
their donation. 
Smokey coming under the 
wild animal category can oct be 
given or sold as a pet. His 
future is not yet known but the 
only possible openings would be 
Smokey however managed to a zoo or some kind of official 
remain just beyond a~'m's . , , 
animal complex length right to the top, ~ • ,:, :': - . :"' 
The two creatures put forth a Being a b~ui~er.tainly allows." :'. 
fine exhibition.as they fotight one to receive',speclal dttentioii,: 
'~baek and forth, swayifig,~ith and a picture in the .local 
the breeze"ahd t he~bi~n~l,!lh:~the . newspaper is' not achieved i by 
t' tree's nar~bwihg 'Upp~i.' i~nkf,,! every animaJ;,: however, 
f': The no~i~'-stick;c0iilff, n'0'[" ~.".:',:"!.Te rraee S~,A .people have' a '  
[ fitted around..sm=okey'S:':~hi~'..'.~long list of dogs and:some Cats",. 
movingn'eck se:tlirec't~r de J~h~,";, Which are  available to any 
: was foteed t0.i'ett~eaLi, Hi~,djd,.i. p~$poctive families. 
not however s~rdnder:/. . ,i/.:2: "', i '~)pnnl . n?r~ n i ; | f "  r~n,.-I " ,~.  ' 
:' neAarSb~%C:,ag.~ed~:d~g~=,li~.ng2he.,i,.:de/Jong said, ',;',they .usualiy. 
' t . . . . . .  , .  ,~ . . . , ,g r  ~b the little pups and kittens 
• o.cn, eer =~ mv our, .ot~moKey, . :~Within a few days time of the  
peopxe .~gaq.m eouect in ta rge  -~- - ,  . . . . . . . . .  ,, ' . . . . . .  ', . =,.-,,,=, ~ autuai  capture 
• nmnbers'a~0q~d:the t r~s . / ! . :  ::'.i Others he said have to be shot : 
:.. :~moKey must.have innerR..ed..~/and f inally brotight to rest in the,." 
the. traits ot "a iC i i 'cus .oe~r '  ~mrba~e nil ~!v '"1"~';''~ ': " "  . . . .  ': ' " 
• because he soon dellghfed:"the' ~ ° .  ........ ' : " ''~ '" " ' "' 
,. erowd bY jumving from one tree ~[ 'do'not like shootin~ the 
disposing of the animals but it is 
sometimes the most gruesome, 
he added. 
To  date Terrace. has-offered 
instructors Ei leen Shannon 
(weaving) and Joan Humphries 
(batiking). These persons can 
be Contacted fo r  further 
information or letters may be 
sent to Pat Munro, Box 2424, 
Smithers. Telephone 847-9779. 
AT THE LOOAL OHUROHES 
PENTEOOSTAL  TABERNAOLE 
4647 Lazelle Ave, "( 
Service Schedule. 
: Sunday School 10:00a.m. 
Morning Worship• 11.00 a.m. , Phones: 
Sunday  Even ing  7 :15  p .m.  Of f i ce  625~2434 ' 
Bible Study Home 63S.5336 
Wednesday  7 :30  p .m.  
You:h Night Thursday 7:30 ' Pastor M. Kennedy 
..The end of your search for a friendly church 
SALVATION ARMY 
44S1 Greig 
9:45 Sunday School '7:30 Thursday Nigh! 
"Bible Study & 11:00 Morning Worship : 
7:30 Evening Services Prayer Meeting" 
For info on olher acfivi!ies Phone Envoyor Mrs. Bill Young 
635-54~6 
KNOX UNITED " ,CATHOLIC  HURCH 
CHURCH Lakelse Avenue 
Cor. Lazelle Ave; & Munroe 'SUNDAY MASSES 
Phone:635.601"4 
Worsh ip  10 :00  a .m.  8 :00  a ,m.  11 :00  a .m;  
Nursery  10 :00a .m.  9 :30a .m.  7 :30  p .m.  
i 
UKRAINAN CATHOLIC CHRIST IAN , 
.SERVICES REFORMED CHURCH 
Parish Hall 4634 Walsh Rd. i Sparks S.t..al Stl'aume" A~,e. 
10:00  a.m. Sunday Services ::Rev. J.olm VandYk" .' 
9:30  a .m.  Confessions Phone 635-2621 
EVANGEL ICAL  10:o0 a.m. Sunday SchOol 
FREECHURCH l t:OOa;rn. Wor'~hiP Service 
• Cor.' Park Ave. and Sparks $1. 5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
9:45 Sunday School Back to God CFTK Hour 
11:00  Mo=;ning Worship Friday 8:30  i~ .m.  : '- i 
7:'30 Evening Services . . . .  " ' :  ' 
'WedneSdaY 7:30'1~.m. : , . :~ ;ST . ' :MATTHEW'S  
. :-Prayer and Bible Study CHURCH . 
Rev. B.B.. Ruggles Phon~ .i 
'4664 Park Avenu e , 635:51151 
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As it once was before the agreements with the white man. 
near Ilazelton. 
Last week onthe playgrounds 
was Athletic Week (July 26-30) 
The attendance again was quite 
low as it appears everyone but 
the payground leaders pent he 
week at the lake. 
The big .event at the 
Community•Centre was a Track 
Meet in which Kiti-K-Shain 
participated. The various 
events.included a bubblegum 
contest, relays, keel-aid race, 
crab.walk race~ balloon race 
and a fantastic water fight in 
which 50 kids participated. The 
kids at the Community Centre 
also produced a play (complete 
with costumes) .Tuesday 
afternoon. - Thought iup by 
themselves and presented to 20 
other appreciative children. It 
was a very successful 
productz;ion. 
Kiti'K-Shain went .on....a.~ 
Treasure Hunt V/ednesday 
• followed by Koul-aid races for 
the very thirst participants and 
on Thursday acted out various 
TV programs Such as Sesame 
Street and Red Skelton as well 
as Snow White. 
On Thursday Upla'nds had a 
body painting contest followed 
by a water fight to wash off the 
paint. All the kids ended up 
dirty but happy which, from our 
point of view, was good! 
Uplands also had a track meet 
Friday with events such as 
discus throwing using paper 
plates; javelin using straws; 
shotput using scrunched up 
paper balls; sack races; egg 
A replica of a 'Ksan Indian long house at a restored Indian village 
Recreat ion  ne  . 
BY ELA INE PARMENTER 
children.leave the Community 
Centre at 10:15 a,m. With 
lunches and bathing suits and 
spend "the day at .the lake 
involved in swimming and 
games and arrive back at the 
Community Centre ~t 4 p.m. 
.Approximately 50 playground 
children and 30 boys and girls 
from the night program will be 
participating. It is hoped that 
this. program will continue for 
the next 2 weeks also. 
Next week on the playgrounds 
is "Pet Week" (Aug. 9-13) All 
the playgrounds will be having 
a pet show on Friday with all 
children encouraged to bring 
their pets- no matter what type. 
The only ~ le  is that .the pet 
cannot be bigger than the child. 
Prizes will be given for various 
types of pets. Uplands and 
Parkside will combine their pet 
show at Parkside and Kiti-K- 
Sbain will combine theirs at the 
Community Centre. Other 
activities planned, by Uplands 
pleyground include a visit to 
Franks Dairy Monday and one 
to Samsons Chicken Farm 
Thursday. Parkside also will be 
going to Franks Dairy Monday; 
to Hamers Farm Tuesday and 
to.the S.P.C.A. Wednesday. 
Kiti-K-Shain will visit the 
S.P.C.A. Tuesday and Hamers 
Farm Thursday. Tuesday they 
will also carve animals out of 
soap and paper mache-animals 
Wednesday. The Community 
Centere playground will be 
going on a nature hike Monday, 
and spoon races; "etc. Awards 
were given to the kids with the 
most points. The day was 
rounded off with a rousing ame 
of "Drench the" Leader" a most 
exciting game for all 
participants and spectators. 
Parkside had no special 
events during the week but did 
have many good games of 
baseball and soccer, despite the 
heat. Otl~er games frequently 
played by all playgrounds were 
Mother, Mother, May I; Go, Go 
Stop; Two Square, Koul-aid 
Races; and Giants Cave. There 
was also great variety in all the 
arts and crafts of all the 
playgrounds, ome of which 
included pedal dipping, Plaster 
of Paris molding, drawing 
painting making cailoges with 
styrofoam nuts and bolts, 
objects made from toothpicks 
-~.h-d-~.alloohs,~ ~tc.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
This week is Water Week on 
the playgrounds. As you may 
have noticed by the frequent 
rain ~;howers we are now 
having. It seems that some of, 
the childrens rain dances may 
heve been effective. Already all 
playgrounds have had an 
unbelievable increase in 
attendance. Fr iday all 
playgrounds will get together at 
the Community Center for the 
day. Each playground will 
present 2skits and we will also 
he having Bingo games, sports 
activities, films and a sing song. 
Children are also going day 
camping this week. The 
VACAT i ~i 
to th.e S.P.C.A. with KiU- 
k-Shain Tuesday and to Franks 
Dairy Wednesday. On the 
whole I would say i t  will be a 
very busy week on all the I
playgrounds. 
Births 
The following births have 
been recorded, at Mills 
Memorial Hospital' 
KANTYMIR. to Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Kantymir, a son on July 
27. 
MORVEN - to Mr. and Mrs. 
Ernest Morven, a s~ on July• 
29. 
GILLIARD - to Mr. and Mrs. 
Gaston Gilliard, a son on July 
29.... 
McCLEOD - to Mr. and Mrs. 
Edgar McCleed, a daughter on 
July 30. 
HODGSON.- to Mr. and Mrs 
Thomas Hedgson, a son on July• 
30. -- 
COLE - to Mr. and Mrs. William 
Cole, a daughter on July 31. 
FAGAN- to Mr. and Mrs. E~;an 
Fagan, a daughter on August 1, 
VAN DEN BRUN - to Mr. and 
Mrs. F red  Van den Brun, a 
daughter on August 1. 
KUILBOER -"to Mr. and Mrs. 
George Kuilboer, a son on 
August 3. 
~.o T.o!, ........ '1796,00 • sedan, one owner . . . . .  
1969 Ohovello 
Station Wagon V-8 
• One Owner 
1069 Chevrolet 
2495,00  
2996,00  Impala 2 dr. H.T.,'V0,. auto, fully power equipped . . . . .  
Electra I~as eveby oplion : 4 9 9 6 ' 0 0  
including air conditioning'..,.,  
1967 Mustang 
2 dr. HT,. tully equipped ". . . . .  ~ " .1  
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AUGUST.  4, 5 6, 7. 
Smoked Peonies ....... 
Pork Butt ,49 Frolhi:Gr0und Beef '5 '9 ~ 
Roast . : . . . : . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  , , . . ,  . . . . . .  . .~ :  .... . . : :  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ :  
Beef Liver " r 6S"  Pork Steaks ~,69: 
SL ICED THIN  • . . . . . .  i . . . . . - : . .  . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . .  •~.. : . , .  ~L~..  
Pork SNUG.ago .69 Spare RiSi i :/:. ~:110 
TRAY PACK '1 LB . . . .  t . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I~EAN MEATY }.;...i...:./.i.~.i;.'iilLb;ivq~ 
Fry O ing bloke n 
- ,  . .  
Fruit Cocktail ..... 2 ,o, .86 
Lunoheon Neat 631 Liquid Deterpnt 
SPORK 12 OZ T INS  . . . . . . . . . .  EA .  l THRIFT  24 OZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  i 
2 69 ] er"'  'i° UJx2, , 89  Tomato 0atsup : ~o....oo,~ 
HUNTS "18 OZ BOTTLE . . . .  FORe 11'/, OZ PKTS . . . . . .  ".. . . . .  l 
n . ,,,.- . i 
Shortni g c,s~o $1 39 .86 
. ,3~LB. T IHS  5¢ OFF . . . . . . . .  i NABOB 60's~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~ . . . .  
.o i. 6i o, .  , , .  ........ 
BONUS 52 0Z T INS  . . . . . . .  ~ SILK 6 ROLL' PKGE;  . . . '  . . .  . . . . . .  
"" 99 0ookies 3 $1 spray McCORMICKS ASSTD. FOR HELEN CURTIS 13 OZSIZE  . . . . . .  n 
• I i 
Instant 00fie. 1 Summer $ 
NESCAFE 10OZJAR..:..$ 79 o..,,., I 
Oandie$ ~ dt.i Soap Powder _~t ~ 
M¢CORMICKS U .-"IE l FAB K ING S IZE  PKGE . . .~  l i V i  ~ 'A$STD;"  REG.  $9c . . . . . .  I I  FOR ~l~ m 
• Marprj.. 11(I Maoarom-OiHor7 -~1 
MOMS 3 LB. PKGS . . . . .  : . .  . . . . . . . . .  l V V  CATELL I  70Z PKTS.  . . . . .  i FOR~"U 
sos.oo [[ o.,.o., o00 ,o..59 'JrPowdered i1,,k:.~t,49 • 
,A.S ,~B. PK~E!'...-...... ...... CARNATION: 3:LBi'i'K~E.: ~ ,m 
" " .  " , 
...... :..~, ;~::;... :-,.. i.~ii;i ~;:iil;:! !:i:i: il . ' ~ ;  , ..... 
ng 1966 iusta • 1196.00 2 dr. HT, one owner ". . . . . . . . . . . . .  
,NEW CROP - - - -  . . . .  ' = -  ' -~  . . . . . . . . . .  .~: ,: 
MANDAR IN , .~ :~::~ 'ii~ i! :~  ~ 
AUSTRAL IAN , . : . . . . ' . . .  ; . , . .  ~.;.,,,.:,~:; ; , . , _ _  .~.' 
' •  . "  ] 
- . -  , . .  , ." , 
SU'NKl i~!  CAL IFORNIA  '~ 
1964' 01d!mobile 
,49|,00 4 dr, sedan - ' . . .  
~ i•  ' oo oh.V ~'~ • 
: ......... - 4N,00  4 dr. sedan, V6, auto';... " ' ORANGES 
1966 OSevy !11 
1496.00  !O .hdp  :/ ~ 396.00  • . .  . ,  . - .  : i V • W  ¸ sedan, 6 cyl., auto ... : .. - ..... 4'dr. Sedan '..i.," . . . .  ,. . . . . .  "..'...~ ~'."iI " ': ~"': .... 
1968 Vaulhall O 1063 ;Ford • ~; O Grool Peppers-:-,,,**--'!39 stereo, wago.~ : ~ : 0 Al l  I~A . . . .  
, o.,.0 .... Green Onnon 3 29 
• " ~.,,,',:": " ,,; : .  ' i',,; ~"  ;~" : '  : ............. ~ ......... ~ ' , " ' ,~ ' ,  ' " . . . .  '~.  ~ ' i  m " ? .  :/~ / - ' "~ , " ' "~ i  . i ,: ,i~!i ', ' " :~ 
, ' : " .AND, /  ;.', ~:." . :. : i,,~, 
m,oo0 -,, : ,,,. ,,. . . . . .  :1  , ~. , ,..,., 
GREE~ HEADS;"' 
- .  
p 
t 
, THEREARE OVER $00THERUSED CARS & TRUCKSTO CHOOSE FROM " 
,/i ~,;:';I°' ' AND 'ALLHAVE BEEN REOUC:~b ~TOCLEAR'  : '.'' 
Reum  Motors Ua  . . . . . .  . . . .  ' ,~" " " ,'."!14530: IGRE'IG~.: A 'VE,~"  . , . ,~ ,  : . . . .  , L , - : , : . : ; ' ,  . . . . . . . .  ,~.:. . . . . .  : . ' , .  , . ' , . ' : , .  , ~ U,. ;~:, .  ..... ~T " ,  ..... 
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It's your choice 
Terrace has a problem. It is the 
same problem, perhaps, that is facing 
many of the young people the world 
over - "What am I going to be when I 
grow up?" 
Terrace is definately growing up, but 
will it grow up to be a beautiful 
upstanding and responsible city or will 
it become the juvenile delinquent of 
British Columbia? Terrace must look 
towards its future if its expects to 
become something more than a giant 
hic-town. 
It must look towards its industry. 
Now, all we have is the forest industry 
which shuts down when it gets too hot, 
and when the snow gets too deep. 
Mining in the area has only just begun, 
and it will be several years before 
anything concrete in the way of 
industry develops from it. 
Terrace is in a geographic position 
where it should have a thriving tourist 
industry. Where is that? What does 
Terry Kolterman have to tell the 
tourists coming through here on their 
way to Alaska? Not enough, that much 
is certain. 
But there is nothing to say. No 
reason for a tourist to stay in the area. 
Lakelse Lake is the only body of water 
that people can swim in, but it is 
inaccessable, xcept for the two public 
beaches. Those two beaches are far 
too small, and as a result, the water at 
those beaches is dirty. 
This is not a pollution problem, it is a 
attract ions,  the Hotsprings,  now 
attracts few people. The potential of 
this place is fantastic, but the 
development of it is practically non- 
existent. Why? ~:" " 
There is room•to develop public 
camping spots at this location, but 
nothing has been done. One local lady 
phoned the business, asking if there 
was tent-space for rent at the 
Hotsprings. Her answer was that there 
was, but only if she brought along her 
own toilet facilities. Why? 
And what else does Terrace have to 
offer it's potential tourist population? 
Very little. The odd baseball game, the 
most beautiful scenery in the world, a 
bit of good fishing... 
But unless a famiiy of people come to 
Terrace explicitly for the fishing, they 
soon become bored with the place. 
Terrace has little to offer the tourist 
in the way of night.life. There is one 
cabaret in Terrace, and one fourteen 
miles out of town at the Hotsprings. 
The Red D'Or, at the Terrace Hotel 
can only do so much, and they .are 
trying. They are the only place in 
Terrace right now where a group can 
to watch live entertainment, dance and 
have a good time. The Hotsprings is a 
good night-club too, but it's location is 
a dangerous one. Will people drive that 
distance and risk their driver's 
licences and their lives to drive back 
after having a good time? Not likely. 
problem of,  .,over-population.., The Terrace has no parks that are set 
. . . . . . .  ~ a:si~le to',be nothing more than places of 
Furlong Bay site is over-crowded at .... b~ai~ty~ "Why ~. Terracel~as"a v ei-y'fiigli 
best, but the Parks Branch are 
expanding the camping facilities. 
Where? Towards the highway, without 
expanding the beach. Why are the 
parks people not looking to the 
shoreline to expand? Why can't they 
expand and rebuild the campsite at the 
old location? There is a beach across 
the lake, presently accessable only by 
boat. Why does the branch not develop 
this beautiful site into a tourist 
facility? . 
One of Terrace's greatest tourist 
mill rate, but few paved streets. Why? 
Isn't it about ime Terrace got off it's 
butt and started to make people outside 
this city aware that it is growing up to 
be a city? It's about time that the 
people of Terrace made it a known'fact 
all over the province that Terrace 
exists, and about time that they started 
tO do a few of the things that Terrace 
needs to make it known as a place to go 
for ia  week...or a month.. .or a 
lifetime... 
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Look around you 
BY RICK MUNRO 
What is your opinion of a peeping tom. 
When your ears hear the term does your mind simply flash 
back to a nearsighted uncle, a review of next Sunday's late night 
movie or does it mean something more• 
No matter how pretty or sickening your opinion may be, living 
in Terrace does not necessarily exclude you from being part of 
the range focused through the eyes of a peeping tom - the eyes 
whose presence remains unaware to you and whose only 
objective is to silently observe your private intercourse. 
Take a quick glance about yourself. Are you certain that no 
such eyeballs are pointing your way. 
There is one particular residential building in the Terrace 
vicinity which houses a peeping tom and to this day I am 
convinced he is fully active in his unearthly, pursuit. 
Atone time I occupied a single room of a basement suite in 
this particular building. Although the landlord for some 
unknown reason had been reluctant to let me the room I soon 
became settled and reasonably happy in its quarters until one 
alarming day. 
The discovery of peep holes occured when I completely lay in 
• an exposed position. I was engaged in the ungraceful ceremony 
of unplugging one of my toes from the bathtub faucet. The event 
was a playful one at first but as the minutes flouted by without 
loosening my toe's position in the slightest ! soon entered a state 
of labour as I became intense upon freeing my toe. 
Throughout the incident I must have executed a choregraphy 
of awkward looking movements hat would certainly have 
puzzled any nearby peeping toms and even delighted any hard- 
core yoga specialists in the crowd. 
It was about he time a fair sized popping noise brought my 
foot down in a terrific splashing manner that I first noticed 
something fishy about he bathroom's interior. "My God, there 
are peep holesupthere/' I believeI said• , ~ ~ - =:: 
In the past I had regarded the holes merely as faults in the 
woodwork or simply the work of some anxious native termites. 
As I progressed in my thinking I failed to understand why the 
bathroom was filled with unfitting holes and cracks while the 
kitchen, bedrooms and other woodwork results indicated tlmt 
only the tools of an expert carpenter had touched the place. 
Though the first two holes had been engineered above the tub I
believe that heir purpose was moreproperly aimed at the toilet 
No real explanation could pop into my bead and of course at the 
time there were no bodies around to conduct any on-tbe-spot 
seminars over the matter. 
The area behind the wall was neatly considered off limits to 
tenants but in my opinion it composed ample space for a hidden 
room. 
Quickly grabbing the nearest towel and covering myself in the 
best possible manner I stood to make aclnser examination f the 
wall and surrounding district. My efforts,were immediately 
rewarded and my suspicions fulfilled when I discovered more 
holes, . ~ . 
One crack was conveniently disguised as a join between two 
wood panels. My eyes could not detect anything but darkness 
through the crack but after taking advantage of my longest 
finger the sensation of moving air soon clinched my earlier 
diagnosis of a hidden room. 
One crack seemed to lead to another and before I could even 
partially cellect my wits I had performed a series of dance steps 
around the.room and found many holes. 
In similar fashion the cracks adjacent the'toilet seemedto be 
meant for activity around the bathtub area. I gathered that 
across-the-room viewing tactics were safer than immediate 
ones for if the peeping tom had any sort of breath' problem the 
latter tactic would increase his chances of being detected. 
iwas s o impressed by the mastery of the latest find that in a 
purely appreciative gesture I at reasonable velocity put my 
head smack into the sink pipes. No pain as I recall arose from 
the hit because by this time I was thoroughly enjoying my view 
of a section of basement ever before witnessed by a tenant. 
Without casting any accusing thoughts toward my landlord I 
hurried the nextday and bought some masking tape. Where bits 
of soap proved unsuccessful, masking tape did amazingly well. 
• Despite my keen scrutiny of the room and positive self- 
assurance in believing that all views were totally or partially 
blocked, I still came into the habit of wearing swimming trunks 
whenever I chose to bethe~ 
Being of the male Sex (and hopefully a man by anyone's 
standards) I only regret hat I could not offer anything more in 
the way of entertainment t~n hair and freckles. 
I now think I know why my arrival was regarded with so. 
much indifference. If my figure were only a little more curved 
find developed in areas parallel to feminine qualities, Imight 
have met warmer esponse. 
After my final analysis and corresponding: actions I could 
never eally sleep properly while living there. I however felt. 
guilty for covering:up tom's holes. 
The person responsible for such actions could either be mildly, 
insane or absolutely deadly. 
I therefore was always half-expeetingmy landlord tO slip 
arsenic into my water supply or to do something entirely drastic, 
such as jacking-up my rent. 
I am fortunately alive and able to tell the tale so the i~eping ~
• tom either gained his senses Over the matter and stopped at the 
masking tape or he had a far betterpeep hole which remained 
French to me. - ' ~. " ,". " . ' 
Pity the newspaper 
In bygone days publishing a
newspaper was fun and if you 
were really lucky...profitable. 
This year the government is 
taking away a good chunk of 
newspapers advertising by 
censor ing  cer ta in  
advertisements. 
Many B.C. weeklies and 
small dailies have increased 
their advertising rates already 
• to offset this loss in order to 
exist. 
Now they find out that he cost 
of newsprint isgoing up and will 
assist in the closure of many of 
them. 
With the elimination ofprofit, 
a number of communities are 
going to find themselves 
reading about what's happening 
in Vancouver but nothing local. 
Crown Zellerbach Canada• 
Limited recently announced an 
eight dollar per ton increase in 
the price of its standard 
newsprint...another decibel 
increase in the loud death knell 
of the local newspaper. 
President Robert G. Rogers 
said the company's considered 
efforts to improve productivity 
and reduce overhead expenses 
have not offset recent increases 
in the cost of lahour and 
distribution. "We feel this price 
improvement is a vital step to 
ease our present cost-price 
squeeze." 
The new price for standard 
newsprint rolls v~iil fie $t59 per 
ton for Vancouver Island and 
Lower Mainland markets, and 
$161 for the interior of British 
Columbia and Alberta. 
MAC'S SHACK 
BY KIERAEN MacALLEISTAII~E • 
Armageddon is upon us. At least, that is the issue being 
pursued by a numb'or of quasi-religious 0rders running amock in 
Terrace lately. 
According to the Bible, the battle of Armageddon comes along 
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. Your  " 
Opini on,. 
DekrE¢litor:"' /: " ~ '  
~ hear that ~ yo 
were ill, bull have noticed it fc 
some time in your write.ups an 
when' I ~read i"Rudy's- as 
i~lease " in  the edition of Augm 
2nd,'I noticed that you must als 
have t~eable with your ears. 
The news release on Radi 
and T.V, only criticized the par 
where ::you-* quoted tha 
.rectifying the economy must b 
done in spite of* the labou 
movement. I t  would b, 
appreciated if you would sa I 
what you intend: to do abeu 
that, since even Mr. Trudea~ 
said that this problem could 
on lybe  dissolved in a joint 
effort. I'd l ike to hear ho~ 
you're going about it. 
signed, a faithful reader 
~ Gabriel Mahl 
. Terrace, B.C 
The .Editor 
Terrace Omineca Herald 
Dear Editor: '~ . , 
I have followed with 
amazement the publicity given 
by all forms of news media to 
the Arena Fund controversy, 
particularly your front page ef 
AUgust 1, 1971. Since Mayor 
Jolliffe, all Councillors and the 
Arena Association all claim to 
be in favour of the Arena 
project the manner in whieh'~ 
they 'support' each other in l 
public can only cause contempt 
for the whole project in the eyes 
of the cit(zens of Terrace. 
However, there is one 
comment by Messrs. Geeraert 
and Whitehouse in your guest 
editorial, which was als0 
reported on television, which in 
my opinion was quite uncalle~ 
for and in'extremely poor taste 
to say the least. The comment i 
refer to is that Mayor Jolliffe 
has contributed 'only one 
hundred dollars'. I firmly 
believe • that individual 
donations should be confidential 
- regardless of. which bank 
account they are deposited to - 
and if the Arena Association are 
so disgusted a~ receiving "a 
mere-S100' I will gladly give 
them a list of a hundred worthy 
charities that will gladly accept 
one dollar each of the Mayor's 
donation, including 6,000,000 
starving Pakistani refugees in 
• Ind ia .  . • 
Personally I have not directly 
donated anything to the Arena 
after a period known to Religious Scholars as " the Fund as vet and have no ' 
Tribulation, , and wdl revolve almost everyone,--. : ..... . .............. intention now of identifvin- my .' 
~,lf one can beheve what he reads ~fi the Bible, the end.oE,the. : ~rname toa 't,01un~rv' dnnatibnt. 
. . . .  . - - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  , , ,  . . . . . . . . . .  
world ns indeed at hand. But so much of what ]s ~n the Bible ,s . thai'will be merbly compared '~ 
symbolic, and to take it literally is an insult o the intelligence of for its value to the donations of 
both oneself and the Godhe worships. 
If these passages were meant to be taken literally, they would 
not have been written in Hebrew, for there is no more irrational 
language. Jesus Christ spoke Aramic, language.which is now 
dead, or at least corrupted into non-existance. Through 
Translation the Bible has lost much of this symbolic meaning, 
and through religious dogma, all figurative things are now taken 
to be gospel truths. 
In any case, that is nothing more than speculation, and as such 
is meaningless. The point is, if Armageddon, or the Tribulation 
is upon us, a lot of people will have a lot of straightening out to 
do. 
According to the dogmas of orthodox religion, all things 
• pleasureful are wicked. At least, that is the impression one gets. 
That is absurd. 
Things are pleasureful, not because of the influence of the 
Devil; but because they were created to be that way: 
Nowhere in the Bible does it say, "Thou shalt not fornicate.." 
but that particular passtime isstill frowned Upon by the legions 
of celebates that dictate the moral world. 
It does, however, say in the Bible that God is Love. If you are 
in love, you are (usually) happy. If you are rnaking~love you are 
happy.. If you are not happy making lo~'e you'are sick: Jf you are 
happy, you are in God for the only reason for Man's existance on 
the face of this earth is to be Happy. 
That, too is a moot point, and FornicAtion is not first and 
foremost in my mind. The point I am trying ito make is that 
pleasureful things were also created by God and as such are 
meant, o be enjoyed byman. . 
If it is a sin to enjoy beautiful things, then it i.~ a sin to enjoy 
living. But it is also a sin to stop living by your own hand. 
I am a member of no church, but Would offer this advice; 
Before Armageddon gets into full swing, straighten out your 
heads and arrive at a believable s t of rules to follow to win your 
way to God. 
I believe that I will have no problems getting into the Kingdom 
of God, and I am by no means a Christian by toe standards of
Orthodox Religion. 
Convinced of this after havihg been Ltnvolved' in several 
churches that preach what I consider to be nothing more than so 
much Human-nature based mumbo-jumbo, I believe in the God 
of Happiness, who co-incidently has the same name as your God 
- Jehovah. 
As a final word, may I simply say, Dominus Vobiscum -•God 
go with you. Perfect Love •and Eternal Peace. 
others by two self-appointed 
'judges'. 
• Yours truly, 
David Pease 
Another 'Interested. citizen ~ 
P.S. I belie~,e your stated 
policy for guest editorials 
achieved it's aim of making half 
the community angry, but the 
part about : not permitting 
personal slams against named 
.individuals did not sc~m to 
apply in the case of the 
criticism of the mayor by your 
guest writers. (David Pease). 
LONDON (CP) --  An unsus- 
pecting British. truck driver ~ 
dumped a loadof rubble in an 
abandoned field, provoking 
immediate cribs of fury •from 
Britishnaturalists and Wistful 
ladies. 
The drive/', who managed to
remain anonymous, unloaded 
his truck on a rare plant 
which British folklore says 
will make any girl who picks 
it irresistible to men. 
• The plant, known as lovage, 
is believed tb be the only one 
of its kind in Britain and has 
attracted considerable atten- 
tion since it was discovered 
sixyears ago. 
But Dr. George Nelson,' 
member ofa local naturalists' 
club, thinks he may yet be 
able to dig out the lovage and 
enshrine it in a city park. 
"I shall be taking the wife 
along just in case the legend 
is true--it's the safest way," 
he said. .  
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Resourcebook available 
,. The Canadian. Forestry Association: OfBritish l Cob~nbia . 
Resource Reader that was recently distributed toal l  bch0ol : 
libraries throughout the: Province is now available to general 
public, .: i .  : / ~. '; *~. ~ i ,  '=: . i . /~ : " 
i' The Pro'paN oR the~Reader:is to provide bad~ground ' in . .  
'.L formation on our f0rests and,relJtod resources for..the u~,o f . . . .  .~ :': 
teaehersandstudentsaswellasthegeneralix!blle; :.~, ~: ~ , . 
i~.~. !~rly.20o~well llIusti~'ted pages deal:.with:' 'P0rebt E~,~.  .;• 
/~onn/ent,.i~prov!n~! Commerc'h/. Trees,' Protactl0h i~ " the.  ~ ;
' :  ForeSt~ Crop, ! . .T~ ' for; :T0mon'oW,:i.~;.Tl~:i Forest..Harvest, • 
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i the Tei'raee Senior .Mens "One or two coilfustng'plays 
!bali Leagueprpgresses into mi l l i t  de.velGp when.;.the ,two 
f inal weeks several blue teams meet at  Riverside 
,'esting issues have 'been Park tonight, ,  a spokesman 
cted. said. 
ue Stayifig on the uniform kick 
.~r and. judging by. spectal0r and 
ipment general team response the Twin 
ortant River team is by the far the 
ue. highest .candidate for "best 
dressed team of the yel!.r." N{i 
rple'ssponsor ¢orrespending awards: are 
to understand why the'team e~pocted tube presented but the 
iag~ team is reportedly happy with 
:reedy thesitu~ltion. Should .standing ovations fr~.m the 
isors really come between field, 
] base and home plate? The ' There are certain players.in 
:r teams are scoring runs. the~league who constantly wear 
& W is on the move this watches and rings while 
k participating in games. The 
r ledgue recommends tllht such 
y Tank anxious to be articles be  removed for safety 
wned with the number one . reasons. Playersare als0 urged 
~. to wear white cotton:or wool 
ohn's Excavating have':~ stockings while playing. This 
ountered minor difficulties preeaut inn Will prevent any 
~r the past-days. :The team , possible dye infection whenever 
s suffered a number o f  a.player suffers flesh wounds 
uries and has had: tO juggle from ~ unfriendly cleats, 
.~-ups. League spokesmen Twin River •short 'stop Clyde 
,~e the team to send players .,: 10aye did a: wonderful job of 
Johnson, MaurieeDuhe and cleaning garbage from the 
,n Judd to the nearest Doctor Riverside ballpark. This clean- 
zny past win-loss records-are up is the first phase in a project 
"be maintained. Scheduled to make major park 
As a rparting shotaL John's improvements. 
¢cavating one spokesman said .. . 
team currently playing 
the disguise of Sharpies 
have not fulfilled an 
obligation ~to the 
• Persons connected with 
league are well aware of 
p oblems but 
ment has done nothing 
and have .drun'~med out 
coach with  replacement 
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hey better become a little " rER I~ACESENIOR 
ore  serious out on the MENSFASTBALL  
~mond if they plan to reach 
~y heights in Swiftly LEAGUE STANDINGS 
play-off action, w' . ~ ~ ~  t hev CiiDOE IEeeNDrE yay !The Kinsmen reportedly have _i,~h,,~i~ . . . . . . .  • Camping: ,~and new uniforms. Though it ~7'"  o~.~ . . . .  mg.  -15 2 , ' • • ~narpiesl~quipment 11 5 i still in the wind as to whether Forn~ol Ele "r" ," not the new threads will TwinRiverC[ ie 9 10 7 
nprove their games, it is A" ~" • 
.~rtain that the colour scheme Ki~n~en w 57  '1~ ~, .  
;ed is almost idenLicai to . . . . .  " 
~nolher team. . Anoueues ' 0 !6 ~ ~ C 
NEST ~ camping is an economical way the security and company of gh 1-" RO S ' / " /  : "" "'• ~ ''~f to travel, a talk with ,Alan C. other campers during the day e = . . . / f - /  . : : Collier should persuade you while Mr. Collier is away 
' " BY B ILL  LaPLANTE , , ~ ~ 4  ~ r i - " Mr. Collier is a Canadian artist sketching Though free to work 
~ . ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~ " 4 r best known in the East  for his when he ehooees, he disciplines 
__ :  ~ "" r " " i ;  mountain landscapes.. While himself to a regular schedule. 
Well another week has gone Jaques, who had the course in " • , .' gathering impressions for his He drives away from the trailer 
ad a beautiful hot weck it was. real goudshape. ~IM ' paintings, he  has camped in at 7:30 a.m with all his art 
Iot of smart golfers w'e have in ThiscomingweekisagainJr.  " ' . . .  almost every part of Canada materials in his GMC panel 
fis club were on the course at program week- Saturday at 2 _~t~[l~ .. ' " . from fheGaspe to theYukon; in truck,, andreturns at 2:30 or 3 
~x in the morning to beat 'the p.m. so let's get out " ~ '1~ . fact in 1963 Madean's Magazine p.m, Working this relentless 
eat. A lot who have seen an Changes. have 'happened ..~ ~ ~ dubbed him Canada's number schedule he paints an average 
" - one camper. ' of 70 canvasses during a arty rising tor the first time in again on Thornhill. Sand traps 7 ; _ ~ ~  ~'-I zl~ 
ears. A real eye opener, on No. 2, a real bali catcher on -= ~"'; ~[ ' ' Mr. Collier had been a 
This past week I attended the the frou[ of the green and No. 4 -'~ "' ' .. commercial rtist and 15 years 
mrney in Kitimat. A very has been lengthened and is now :-~,," ,~, ~ ~ ago was teaching at the Ontario 
u ecessful one it was. even the a real golf shot. My choice o f  , ~ : ': _-= ~ " College of Art when he got his 
~in .was a welcome re!fat. ,Thp,,.~iubs for the shot is a ~0u!Li~op, ; i l  .,Ao I,,; ;,,., .... =" ' - " ~ " .first ,three month summer ~_j,~,~ ..... -T- , ~ i <  ol(jng.could hpy~ ,~.en I~tt.~i',,pr a hand'.,mashie.,/ ,idi~i ,,,ii ,~'.'i;~,..~ ,~1/ ",i., ',~i~", . . . .  ,,~,~, i~ 
ut~.~ln.all around.i)at on t i~  ; Our ladies club. Ilas.,again'. ,r,-~-~i_ ,',; "~,,. ' / ,  " " '~  ..... ~ ~ :  ; "fd~:~'~iii : 
turned itsminds~to another fun . . :  . ~ .~-~ L~__.~Z 
nile so ladies let's all join in on 
Thursday nights. 
A favorite spot for kiddies and adults alike. This swim hole just east of llazelton is as warm as it looks. The water is clear and just right. 
. . . .  : i 
Pacific... Western:~has~/just ~;,.after ~:|ncluslon:.,of: :~5941000 ";~ 
i:onc|uded, tlie :.i beiit/::mld~y~., i. :i': arishig fr0m i i !p t i i~ i i i t 'd i s~ i  ) 
redults in  the:!¢bmpany, s : :d  flxed a~; :  .This com~ 'i 
history. The bestprevlmis year ,  with earnings 0flll~,000 foi'Ui6 
(1966 produced earnlngsl of :first Mxmi)nthsolitti i i  yeai'~ ]i .,~ 
$63B,OOOfor.thefirstsix months, i . " ' ...... -"i-i ' " " '~ -~ 
| "Real Estato ' ' . :lnsurancoAplprajsjl 
n Property Management i. • " 
SOME OF  OUR HOMES IN  THE LOW TAX ' 
AREA 
953 Mr. View Boulevard * roW011--" i 
2 bedrooms, ,  ful l  basement  . . . . . .  . .~. . . . .  
Krumm Rd, No.  1 S19,000  
3 bedrooms no basement  . . . . . . . . . . .  
No. 42 Dobbie St. " ~ " * 
2 bedrooms no basemenl ; . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,O ,UUU 
1159 Lakelse Lk. Rd. 
3 bedr0oms basement " ; __ SZ4,OOO 
. . . . . 
766 River Drive - - - .~  ~,m~ 
4 bedrooms full basement . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ ~ p U U U  d 
724 Pine St. .i$12 1H " 
3 bedrooms no basemen!  . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  j 
786 Paquette  St. - - , , i  ~ ,~ 
3 bedrooms no basement . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~] O|UUU , 
Dutch Valley 
3 bedrooms no basement acreage . . . . . . . .  S24 ,000  '( 
Remo I - S 2 9  9 0 0  4 4 bedrooms 
1097 Sands Blvd. S16 000 : 
5 bedrooms, no basement . . . . . . . . . . . .  j .! 
• AVAILABLE  IN  THE THORNHILL  AREA 
Churchill Dr. 1 S3200 " eo ~ too .. 
Simpson Ave. ~. A~m-- -A  ' 
, sx  1oo . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  azouu 
Simpson Ave. ... . . . . . .  $2600 ; '75 X 150 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "*" r 
Simpson Ave. - '  S2600 60 x 150 . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  j~ . -  ? . , .  . . . . . . . .  ,. 
Golf Course Rd. ~:: $3260 
85 X 250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... "~, ~ . . . .  
/ 
Hagan Lot 33 ~J~ l l~  J 
75 x 100 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
NcNeil Lot 50 
,0o ............................. $2360 75x 
Mist St Lot 72 
,5, ,0o .............................. $2600 .'- 
for those who worked so 
tomake it a success, not to 
t ~n ex Terrace man,.Roy 
Skinner St. S3OO0 
summer. These sold either by 60 x 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .~ 
Kensington Gallery in Calgary F~R e^.~ . . .~  ,,,~ 
or by his Toronto agent for v ~L , -  mL.O OZY 
anywhere from $250 to$2000 per ~/~ acre Industrially zoned land located on Keith Ave. Full 
paint ing depending upon the _ price $6500. Owner Wil enterta n selling on terms with as 
siz~ of. the ~.anvas~ - ~, .~ .~• i : l ittle ps ,S500 down ~:Contact our - '  " '~"  "~:~iif~iitibilbh~lat!ked:the'finances:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , i q d ,  p . ' . . . . .  : :P . . . . .  ~ ~ ' " " " " 1 " ' agency! ~r,vlewmg a n d  
' *  h'OlfdhY~..;-~-~',,Friends, T~TIwe ~,i!~ Sw¢ ~rtng In a, l ¢ Inpleti! det.a0ls ' ~,- . . . . . .  ~ . 




4604 Lakolse Avo. 
RCMP FOUND 
SOMETHING FISHY 
Three local men were fined 
accordingly for their part in the 
accepting and catching of fish in 
an illegal manner. 
Theodore Kuitkrans of Kalum 
.Lake Drive and Richard Cervo 
'of Queensway inThornhill were 
each found guilty in Terrace 
Courts last week and fined $100 
With 30 days default for illegally 
accepting fish from an indian. 
Alfred Bevan of no fixed 
address was in turn found guilty 
of illegally fishing and disposing 
salmon from local waters and 
was fined $35 in default of 30 
Bevan's nets were forfeited and[ 
all fish involved in the ineidentJ 
were eoufiscated by. Terracet' 
RCMP. 
Another separate fish 
incident meant a $75 fine for 
George Frankl in  Kirby of 
Terrace wh~ was found in 
possession of a quantity of 
• salmon ou Friday. 
Local Fisheries pokesman' 
this week said that the illegal 
dealing of fish occurs on a large 
scale in the area and offenders 
are often brought o courts for 
legal action. 
days. The spokesman said that it is 
The  three men reportedly illegal to buy or accept in any 
underwent he trausaction in " way fish taken locally by an 
the alley located in the rear of Indian. It on the other hanbd is 
) the old Lazelle. Gr.ocery illegal for any Indian to sell, 
'."bnildin~. dispose or offer to dispose of 
_ As: a resuit of the ease any fish. 
NOi  
. • . . .  
FINGERTIP BAG 
.. . .  ' . . . .  ,~,, ;;~" ATTACHMENT/ ,  
• !.' ,'. it 
'suggested 'he take his family 
trailering. Skeptically, he and 
his wife Ruth ~ented a small 
trailer for that first summer 
although the .dealer assured 
them, "You'll want to buy it 
when your Vacation is over." 
Indeed they did; their present 
20 foot Holiday Rambler is their 
third trailer. 
By being able to live near his 
work he saves on gasoline as 
we l las  time, motel bills and 
restaurant meals,. Instead of 
paying $90 a day as they did 
during a recent five day flying 
trip to the Queen Charlottes 
where they. stayed at a motel, 
ate in restaurants and rented a 
pickup to transport his art 
materials~, they estimate it costs 
them $15 a day for gas, food, 
and incidentals, while they 
camp. Their self-contained 
trailer (equipped with,a three 
piece bath, four burner propane 
range, and refrigerator) , 
~rmits  them to camp for days 
at a time wherever Mr. Collier 
finds a particularly 'interesting 
area to pa int  such as the 
' Eiszeltons. They prefer to park 
the i r  trailer in a nearby 
[ 
FINGERTIP STARTING FINGERTIP REAR WHEEL ADJUSTMEN1 
,ualwa s ai 
m( 
Ill 
when I interviewed this 
unpretentious artist in his airy 
trailer parked under spruce 
trees along the Skeena River, 
"If it weren't for ,the economy 
and freedom of camping," he 
said, stroking his luxuriant 
Vandyke beard, "I could never 
afford to travel for three 
months each summer. I could 
never-earn a living as a 
freelance artist• Instead of 
driving along Highway 16 in 
comfortable khakis, I'd still be 
fighting traffic in downtown" 
Toronto n my way to some air 
conditioned cubicle to paint 
,appealing puppies for dngfoed 
commercials." 
-Canada has two modern ships 
which maintain a reguhlr 
weather eporting program 600 
miles west of the British 
('ohzmbia coast. 
FOR SALE  MLS 1158 
Over 4 acres of land near stockcar race track. Full price 
S4500. For viewing or further information, contact our 
agency. 
PURCHASING A HOME?  
See our Life Insurance Department for a Mortgage 
Cancellation Policy. Low in cost, a must for an. unpaid 
mortgage. Call Wayne Braid: 635-7282 or 635.2015 
L .W.  Clay 635.5181 
R .E ,  Sher idan 635-2664 
R .K .  E lk ins  635.2773 
R. L jungh . . 635-5754 
D.L.Orr " r ~ ~ L ~ " " " ' .  635-5412 
R.  F reed  " / ' ,  .~ " ~ : L "  T ' : '; P '~ 4" 635-40.94 
R. Pe l le t le r  " " ,- ' 635-7282 
A. J .  McCo l l  (Mgr . )  . . . . . .  - -  ' • . . . . . . .  635-2662 
F .R .  Sk idmor  e i ,~" ~i" .~,~'(':~ 635-5691 
4.,~M..,LAK E.LS E 
~e"~,  _____  I [ . "~ I 
MEMBER NORTHWESTERN /~ *~.:S:I 
- | 
TILLICUM DRIVE-IN 
290~ Braun Show s tar ts  a t  dusk .  Phone 635"5310!  
AUGUST 6, 7, 8 
HELL BOATS 
CANNON CORDOBA i ii ......... : . FOR *!/ ii, 
~ ~  ~', ~ ~ ~ '" . . . . .  ..: : ~ :  i~ :~;;]i~!,~'~:' 
4720 Lakelse : * Phb~e 63~i.21~40 - 
. ~ ,  ,~ i .~ . "  
August 4,6,6,T * 
• THE 
'"~'""'~ "~',~'~ 'i~"i-,. " ~' 
Lq~ ~-¢-',' , .  
~'"" :~: '~  tN.I,~.UE}2:,'AF 
ama~ 
• '7/~J :!A, 
v v v y  
i 
Balsa Wood 
Balsa Mode ls  
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FASHION CANADA -- From Collections Ruth retail price is $70. Hand crechetted accessories 
Elias of Robert Elias Inc., Montreal, comes this of 100 per cent Acrylic, in five cosmetic, tapestry 
midi canvas coat with Borg trim. Double flaps and basic shades -- from Hersey of Canada 
trim the pockets and contrasting buckles add Limited. Sizes are junior, teen and pre-teen with 
another highlight. In sandstone, almond or the hat and scarf retailing for $8, the mitts at $4 
tobacco tan, sizes range from 8 to 16 and the and the bag at $8. 
Thin people find more comfort 
TORONTO (CP) --  The 
world is made for thin people. 
When weight losers of 100 
pounds or more talk about 
what they 've  gained as 
they've lost, they talk about 
things most people take for 
granted. 
They can wear panty hose 
and belts, choose clothes be. 
cause they like them, not just 
because they'll go around 
them. 
They can sit in theatre 
seats, fit comfortably behind 
the wheel of a car, climb into 
a boat as anyone lse. 
I CROSSWORD PUZZtE 
Anne Lorefice and Rose 
Dodge have lost 128 and 109 
pounds respectively and both 
say it's a new world, free of 
constant embarassments and 
worries. They've lost their 
pounds working with Weight 
Watchers, a commercial die- 
ters group. 
• Clothes have becon,e a plea. 
sure for them both. 
Mrs. Joseph Lorefiee says: 
"When you're heavy, your 
dresses are so plain, just two 
pieces of material with two 
darts in it and a hem. 
Today's 
ACROSS 2. Polo 20. Number Answer 
5. Sour Nebraska Moses 
9. Actor, 4. Imprudent 21. Bar. 
Fernando 5. "Rule bados 
Britannia" native 
11. Halt to composer 22. Palm 
hostiliUes 6. Dining leaf 
12. Anything implements 23. Doctors' 
useless 7. Gun moll's orlg'. 
13. Penetrate jewelry 24. Chem- 
14. German's 8. "~ ist's 
exclamation Rosen. milieu 33.Unique 
(2 wds.) kavalier" (colloq.) 34. Therefore 
16. Brown kiwi 10. Lustrous 25. Gath. 35. Boring tool 
17. Wee snooze 11. City in ered 37. Medicinal 
• 18. Devour Arigona 28. Alaska- plant 
21. Britisher's 15. Periodical, Canada 38. Chatter 
exclamation for short hlgltway 39. Piper's on 
• (2 wds.) 19. In the 29. Spoil 40. Netherlands 
23. Jal ~ past 30. Pertect commune 
26. French city 
27. Italian's ! 
exclamation 
(2 wds.) ~ ,o i~/f~], 
31. Arab 
garment I,Z W~s 
32. Stripling 
I1o muj~ea J l b  ~ |T  18  Ig  ZO exclamation (2 wds.) ~ W i ~' ;z 
39. Inventor, ' 
41. Forward ,, :e F ]~o 
, , .  NN m 
theater s~ 
'43.Knlghtly W ~z W~" s~ ss 
weapon 
Persian s9 ,to i~A,~l 
45. ~and 
spittles ~z M,~ 
DOWN' 4~ 
1. Part of a ~ ,s 
l ane  
"Now I'll have buttons ana 
pockets and I'll wear belts, 
which I love. I couldn't even 
find my waistline before. 
"I had a fur coat and never 
wanted to wear it, If we went 
to a theatre, I could hardly 
get into the seat, and with the 
fur coat, it was impossible." 
She has given away the fur 
coat and thrown away a lot of 
shoes. She had her old dresses 
taken in over and over until 
she could begin to buy more 
interesting clothes. 
She says she has a bathing 
suit now and is thinking of 
learning to swim. 
Mrs. Dodge took part in a 
recent walk for charity, a 
thing she would never have 
. consideredbefore. Shewalked 
• ewhole 20 miles, and at the 
half-way mark, her husband 
took her lunc~ to her. It was a 
salad. 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
tVHA T 'S 
UP? 
By Pat Nelson 
Get well wishes to all those in 
the MILLS MEMORIAL 
HOSPITAL, hope you're home 
again soon, especially Reg 
Jefferson. 
XXXXXX 
Thanks to Bob, John, Wen- 
dell, Hank, Dung and Chris for 
turning out in the pouring rain 
to help put on the roof at the 
Nelson's. 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 
Pensioners Spite Hea  at Garden Party 
In spite of the sweltering heat 
on Wednesday, July 28, a very 
successful tea-party was given 
in her Garden by Mrs. Alathea 
Cox of K'San Lane on Highway 
16 east. for the members of the 
OA.P. group number 73 ,~f 
Terrace. 
A much appreciated breeze 
came up from the river to make 
it a very pleasant afternoon for 
everyone The Senior Citizens 
enjoyed every moment and 
partook of delectable food. 
The heat didn't seem to 
bother any of the elderly folks 
who turned out in shunshades, 
centennial dresses, shady hats 
anyway, so we might as well let 
them smoke in school, is total 
capitulation. Carrying that kind 
of reasoning one step further, 
one might argue in favor of 
providing the students with 
sleeping rooms as well. High 
school administrators cannot 
force students to stop smoking 
but in my opinion they should 
not encourage smoking by 
giving the students a special 
room to do it in. 
• at drooped noticeably. He also 
had a large blood blister on his 
lip. Some Of the relatives feel 
that it would be in poor taste to 
have these physically unat- 
~active abnormalities show up 
in the portait` The artist hinks 
otherwise. What is your 
opinion? -- Muddled In The 
Middle 
DEAR MUD: A portrait 
should represent the subjecL To 
ask an ~rtist to perform 
cosmetic s~ ;gery on Uncle Bert 
obviously offends his sense of 
artistic values. I say Uncle Bert 
should be painted as he was - -  
DEAR ANN LANDERS: 
When I read the letter from the 
woman who dished out that 
gooey advice on "How To Be 
Happy Though Widowed At 51", 
I nearly lost my breakfast. Her 
counsel consisted of: "Get off 
yetw duff. There are SO many 
exciting things to do!. Stuff 
.e~velopes! Be a free baby• 
sitter! Run errands for a friend! 
Drive an elderly person to the 
dector!" Those dreary 
suggestions did not turn me on, 
amd I'm sure the widows who 
read that column yawned. 
I have something much better 
to offer. As a woman who was 
widowed at 52, I can tell the 
world I have never been happier 
than I am today. My solution 
was college! For'the first 50 
years of my life I had an in- 
feriority complex because my 
education stopped at  high 
school. When my husband 
passed away I decided to enroll 
in a jt~ ior college. Now, two 
years la, ~.r, I look forward to 
getting a degree. My days are 
filled with excitement. It's as 
though I have been given a 
second chance to be young 
again. There's nothing the kids. 
can do that I can't do better 
or at least as well. I ask for no 
favors, I go the regular outine 
--and I love it. There is so much 
to learn, so much to do. 
Betty Co-Ed 
DE.AR ANN LANDERS: 
Whenever I hear about a teen- 
ager committing suicide or 
blowing his mind with drugs I
say to myself, "This is nature's 
law -- and it's a good one. The 
survival of the fittest. This 
person has proved he was not fit 
to live." 
Whether the inability to 
survive is due to weakness of 
character or a physical 
deficiency does not matter. The 
fact that a person is unable to 
make a place for himself in the 
world is born out by his desire to 
leave it. And so far as I am 
concerned, the world is better 
off if he leaves. We do not need 
any more weaklings, misfits or 
mental and physical defectives 
adding to the confusion and 
pollution of an already over- 
crowded world. 
One of the reasons the drug 
problem is so difficult to 
eradicate is that the screwballs 
who are hooked get other 
malcontents involved. If they 
all did away with themselves 
the world would be a healthier 
and happier place. Print this 
letter if you dare. I'm betting 
you won't. - -  Mike R 
DEAR M.R.: I'm sorry you 
didn't send your name and 
address. I'd like to nominate 
you for the Humanitarian
Award of 1984. Your notion that 
only the strong are fit to live is 
nauseatin~ If these weaklings 
whom you obviously despise 
don't kill themselves, how about 
herding them into gas .ovens? 
History records another dingbat 
who had ideas similar to yours. 
His name was Adult Hitler. 
i 
DEAR ANN LANDER,S: I am 
a member of 'the most 
beleagured, hattie-weary, rag- 
tag army in the United States-- 
the parent of a teen-ager. I need 
a simple answer to a simple 
question. Here it is: What do 
you think of smoking rooms in 
high schools for students? 
This subject has caused 
several heated discussions 
among our friends and family. I
would appreciate it if you would 
express your views. Please tell 
us if you are for or against them 
and why. -- The Walking 
Wounded 
DEAR WOUNDED: I am 
against them. Provinding a 
place for smoking implies not 
only approval but. en- 
couragement. The notion that 
the kids are going to smoke 
OUR SEMI-ANNUAL SALE 
CONTINUES 
II, db~l,~l,d~<l,<l,~lp4b~O 0 ,0~ 
Still a good selection of worsted 
and double knit suits, sports jackets, 
blazers, and dress slax, 
• Plus many other items. 
All to V3 to Vz*Off ' 
'1 
Now is the time to save en quality 
and lots • of enthusiasm. There 
were over 60 of them. 
A special ceremony to 
commemorate Mrs. Cox's 
father's friendship with the 
founder of the Salvation Army, 
the late General Booth, was 
held and a personal cheque 
presented to Envoy Bill Young 
of the Terrace Citauel. This 
being her late father's birthday, 
Mrs. Cox chose this day when 
many of her friends would share 
this memory with her. 
An attractive feature of the 
afternoon was the appearance 
of Mrs. Norma Bellamy sud- 
denly coming down,the steps of 
the house, wearing a most at- 
tractive "centermial pink and 
white floral dress and picture 
hat with pink ribbons, carrying 
a very large and attractively 
designed party cake. 
Mr. Keith Tutt of CFTK-TV 
was on the spot to take pictures 
that were shown on the news 
that evening.. 
The cake was c~ very ef- 
ficiently by two respected 
senior citizens, Mrs. May Cole 
and Mrs. Mabel Hobenshield. 
The ladies who acted as 
hostesses, in spite of the high 
temperaturedid a splendid and 
worthwhile job of waiting on the 
elderly citizens. Mrs. Cox is 
~;ery grateful to them - the party 
could not have taken place 
without hem. They were Mrs. 
A, (Norma) Bellamy, Mrs. F. 
(Kay) Derksen, Mrs. G. (Julia) 
Little, Mrs, M. (Sylvia) 
MacDonald. Mrs. L. (Dorothy) 
Mercer, Mrs. D. (Louise) 
Parmenter, Mrs. K. (Pat) Tutt 
and Mrs:M. (Betty)Whiteman. 
Many of these ladies tran- 
sported the elderly guests by 
ear to and from their homes to 
the garden-Party at The Villa 
Ax-K'San. All in all, the party 
was a very happy outing for the 
elderly folks. 
expression of gratitude to 
Mrs. Cox was made on behalf of 
i i i i 
F 
S.G.  F ie l l s t rom,  D .P .M.  
Podiatrist 
t~le O.A.P. was made by Hr. deserve., For as we celebr 
J.G. Glenn. J 1971, the .centennial of Bril 
Mrs. Cox has been a very Columbia, these honored gu~ 
busy person this summer on the are  centennial. They are 
centennial committee. .4 greater portion of~ this • P 
special thanks to Arthur century, and could hand dow 
Bellamy and* Larry and Bill wealth of knowledgea 
Pequot for their help and use of history that we will never ag 
their truck to move tables and see in this frightening n 
chairs from the community century. 
center to the site of the party. So all you, young and eldex 
Also a thank-you goes to  remember the words of Byro: 
"All who joy would win, m4 
share it...for happiness w ! born a twin..." xxxxxx  
Welcome to all tourists, Ix 
the bad weather we have b~ 
having hasn't stopped you fn~ 
enjoying your holiday. A 
those of you doing some fishir 
especially George, lots of lu( 
Mantel's Florist for the lovely 
bouquets of pink and yellow 
Gladiolas. 
This party, arranged by Mrs. 
Cox for the pleasure of so many 
elderlypeople, most of them 
lonely people, deserves the 
attention of other capable 
people who could perhaps, bring 
into the lives of these elderly 
people some hours of peace and 
love, which they so richly 
Attention All Oustomers of 
REITMIER TRUOK 
LINES LTD, 
(Foot  Spec ia l i s t ) ,  
Lakelse Motor Hotel 
/T INt  ~.  .~  I (~ "--" 
Monday, August 16th 
11 a .m.  - 8 p .m.  A 
/ I  
FOR APPTS. 
CALL . 635.2287 
. , . .  ,~,, . .. . •1 . :  . . . , .  , 
GILL ALLTRANS EXPRESS LTD. with head offices in 
Burnaby, B.C. wish to announce that effective July 5, 1971 
lhey will merge their operating aulhorilies with lhose of D.S. 
SCOTT TRANSPORT LTD. and REITMIER TRUCK LINES 
LTD. 
Thename REITMIER TRUCK LINES LTD. will change to 
GILL ALLTRANS EXPRESS LTD. The personal Customer 
allenlion and dependable on.time service all REITMIER 
accounts have become, accustomed to will be maintained 
under this newly named company. 
The same REITMIER PERSONNEL YOU HAVE DEALT 
'WITH IN THE PAST WILL CONTINUE TO PROVIDE 
SERVICE FOR YOU IN THE FUTURE. 
REMEMBER NEW NAME --- NEW COLORS --- 
SAME ON-TIME SERVICE 
Brewed fromthe choicest hops 
and malt and pure spring water 
• Welcome to  Heidelberg 
Welcome to the taste of Heidelberg. So 'bright, so lively, so brimful Of 
flavour, it brings more enjoyment to y6ur drinking pleasure. Heidelberg is : 
brewed from onlythe best ingredients. The finest golden barley malt, the  
choicest Canadianand high prime Hallertau hops and pure, sparkling, spring : 
water, . ~. , , L . , " 
' '*i Take your thirst to He,ldelberg today,You~ll get a happy Welcome that will .d 
never Wear out becaueeevery glass is ascrisp and satisfying as your f irst,  ~. ~j 
~ "!ii~ ~ ~ i : : i 'c / ~ i '~ ~ "'!;L ~*: ~ ~ 
i: 
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z cents a word (Minimum 20 
rds) Display classified $1.~ an 
h. 
Subscription Rates '7. 
Single Copy 15 cents 
9fly in 
~rly by mail  $10 in canad8 
$12 outside Canada 
Iho~ized as second class mail by 
Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
payment o f  postage in c~sh. 
- Mus ic ,  A r t ,  Danc ing  
• PIANO LESSONS . 
tllnes J. Kennedy, A.R.C.T.B.C.  
I .~gisfered music teacher has enings for fail term. Phone 635. 
36 (P.8) 
~usic Instruction: Enroll now for 
',usic instruction in piano, organ, 
:cordian. Northern Music Rentals, 
;52 Lazelle Ave., 635.3388. (CTF 
r .3- Persona l  
.onely 40 year old divorcee looking 
or women interested in marriage. 
~/rife Box 92, Terrace. for further 
nfornnation. (P.9) 
ro  WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
Take notice that I, Kenneth Grant 
'.-Iolmes wil l  not be responsible for 
any debts incurred in my name on or 
~Jfter August 5, 1971., other than 
those personally incurred by me. 
(PT.12) 
Don't let posterity "enjoy"  your 
picnic. (P-15) 
re you sick ana tired of being s;ck 
and tired? Let•Aicoh011c Anonymous 
help you. 
• • Meetings 
cAlanons meet every Wed., 0 P.M. 
~Skeena Valley Group every Th0rs., 9 
P.M. 
LTerrace Fatal ly Group every Sat, 9 
IP•M, 
;Breakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
~A.M. 
iAll meetings held in the 01d Libra['y 
euilding'at Kalum and Lakelse'Ave." 
'. For information write Box 964 
.Terrace, B.C. or Phone 63S.2830 or ~, 
~35-3 ,148.  • ' : 
1;1 - Bus iness  Persona l  
TELEVISE ON $, ELECTRONIC 
SERVICING 
Phone 635-3715 anytime. (CTF) 
CARGO EXCAVATING 
Landscaping, backfilling, basement. 
No job tOo small. Phone 635-2812 
days or  635.403S evenings. (P.T-14) 
GOOcl news for Terrace and Kit imat 
area. St. Michaels famous brand 
name ladies wear, as well as 
I~hildrens and menswear, now 
avai lab le  a t  the  Boulique 
Internaflonale, 4616 Greig Ave., 
i.l"errace, next door to the Central 
Flower and Gift Shop. St. Mlchaels 
l ~amous Jn London and Paris and in ~rnanY centres of the worldimported 
i ' rom Br i ta in  to The Boutique Internalionale exclusively In this 
area.A lag coming for 1he fall season 
beautiful wools and tweeds imported 
~irecl from Scotland. Come in and 
see and compare this value.slyle and. 
quality. • ( • 
Boutique Internaf lonale,  4616 
Greig Ave. ,Terrace.  Next door to 
the Cenlral Flowers and Gift Shop. 
(CTF.T) 
WE ARE NOW OPEN 
from 6:30.9:00 p.m. 
Monday toSaturday 
RIVERSIDE BARBER SHOP 




No iob too big 
No iob foe small 
Seeyour roofing specialist 
STEVE PARZENTNY 
ROOFING CO. LTD• 
General Roofing (Bonded) 
P hon_e night or'd0y 63S-2724 
BERNINA SEWING MACHINE9 
Thompson Bernlna now 
located #n ~ 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
Best sele0tlon, best values.In town 
from $$9.9S up including f ree  
Lskelse Ave., Terrace 
Phone 639.2952 
. - ,  , ,  
WATER WELLS 
Call your locally owned' 
.company. 
1o ~erve you betler. 
.A l l  work gua'tanteed.. 
14 -Bus iness  Persona l  
TO'NY'S MOBILE HOM-E 
SERVICE & REPAIRS 
For Complete Instbl lat ion 
~ervlce 
Blocking & Ho0k-up oli Services 
~klrting & Porches & 
0ismantellng ' CTF) 
Phone 635.7149 Terrsca;,: B.C. ' 
/~ake shopping a "~un Thing" 
Visit a very interesting and 
different storewhereyou wil l  find 
OLD FASHIONED PERSONAL 
'ATTENTION 
For expert advice on 
HEALTH FOODS-- 
See Howard and Pegeen in 
THEMARKET.PLACE - 
4603 LazelleAve. 
'" ' P hone 635.T/.17 
{~CTF'} " " 
Mobile Steam'Cleaner. For Work - 24 
hr. service. Phone $.5Q43. (P.S) 
For Reliable Service .and repair. 
• Contact 'Ron's T.V. andAppl iance 
~3S.3179 anytime. 1018 Queensway. 
(CTF) 
APPLIA NCE REPAIRS 
For serVice to re f r igerators ,  
freezers, washers, dryers, ranges. 
Call Bill Webb at 639-2188. (CTF) 
For your Radio and T.V. Repairs, 
Phone 635.3630 across •from the 
Legion. 
FRED'S FURMITURE 
(a division of Fred's Refrigeration) 
(CTF) 
PICTURE FRAMES 
Framing of paintings, pictures, 
photos, certificates, needlepoint etc. 
Ready to hang. 90 frame styles to 
choose from. 635.2188. (CTF) 
ALLAN J. McCaLL 




Terrace, B.C, (CTF) 
FOR SALE 
New Cutting Hay 
$40.00 a ton 




I TERRACEEXCAVAT,NG I 
1Complete septic system installed.| 
JBackhoe work by the hour, or ! 
I contract. _~ 
IFor free estimates call 635.306.5 
JJ(CTF) 
a 
r . .SAV,MORE BUILDERSCENTRE 
LTD. 
4827 Keith Ave.,,Terrace 
'{ ' Phone 63S.7224 
for 
" Building Materials 
Mi l lwork 
"Tested" Trusses 
Drafting, estimating, blueprinting 
and 
NOR-P IN E HOMES, 
The pre.fab home built in Terra:e 
(CTF) 
18 - He lp  Wanted-  Ma le  
PROVINCE OF BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 





SALARY: se35 per month 
To be responsible for  the 
mainenance of all steam heating 
equlpment, re f r igera l ion ,  air.  
conditioning, plumbing, electrical 
and other equipment under the Chief 
Engineer. 
Applicants must be Canadian 
citizens or British. subj~:ts, with 
education equivalent to  Secondary 
School Entrance; a: Third Class 
Heating Engineer's certificate, plus 
several years' experience as a 
Stationary Engineer'Thlrd Class; 
ability to ,~arry out repairs on all 
mechanical equipment; abil ity to  
aulhorize repairs  and ~. the 
requisitioning of new equipment;, 
Obtain applications from the CiViC 
Service Commission of British 
Columbia, $44 Michlgan St reet ,  
VICTORIA, andreturn NOT LATER 
THAN AU~JSt 11, 197L • 
COMPETITION NO. 71:679A (C.8-3) ~ 
Applicatidns are being taken for the 
position of Male 5tack Room Clerk. 
Receiver. Previous experience an 
asset. Apply Woolworth, Terrace: 
(C-9.3) 
HELP wANTED NIALE 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE ' 
You'ng men'l'8"-$3 High School 
gradoates who are lrlterested In a 
career in Retailing. F0r•further 
•detalls app ly  Woolworths, 
Terrace...(C-9.3) 
19! ~ Help Wanted. Male  
- : . " .& Female 
" . :  :~:' 'OFF ICEGIRL ".. 
• Dlsco'ver the~fype'of work you like 
besl by. handl ing a varlely Of 
Interestlde, o f f i ce  ass ignments 
Includfng:thd chance to demonst~'~te : 
yam" telentsasa receptionist• Youql- 
like 0ur:cheerful modern office and 
our~ groupof  frlehdly, career men 
and.women, Good sal~ry, paid 
vacation ~employee benefits. ;~ 
'Although th l s ' , ' l sa"  ' Terrace 
position, applicants should apply to 
our ,Kltlmat. office at this address: 
Houshold Flnence'Corp. Of Canad~ 
264 City centre' ' "  '.t 
Kltlmat .B.C (CTF) 
20 :"Female H~!pWanted• .; " ' 
CL|ARWAT|R:,  I I  • 
DRJLL ING: : ' LTD '~: ! I  I , I  App,y.;Jn .ow.,, ~ 
J "g  Iry':'!,: ;i;omm! 
~: • 'Ewn 635,;3676~"- ::il: l"i::e~p rens'~ ;P'¢l S "" :~ '~ "~'~' m: ~:~ oarerleh~a~,~5 ~::Tiel~lluraTe' 
,~ ............... ,:dl." I Airline8 Ltdi 635.~16:(~0.3 
":: , : .  
20 - He lp  Wanted  - 
Female  
Babysitter re¢lulred for 10 mo. old 
girl. Come in preferred. Phone 635- 
2388 after 6. (P-9) 
28 - Furniture for Sale 
3 BedrOom groupingnow available," 
from Fred's• Included are 2 piece 
chesterfleld,.S piece kitchen table. 
set, 3 piece bedroom suite. Priced 
from $497 or complete•with $600 
value consul color TV from $997. 
Contact Fred 's  Furn i ture,  4434 
Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. Phone 635- 
3630 or Fred's Refrigeration Ltd'. 
222 City Center, Kitimat, B.C. Phone 
632.3632. (CTF)  - 
For  Sale . Complete household 
furniture and appliances. Phone 635- 
7931. (P-8) 
Are you paying too much for 
furniture? If so t ry  our furniture 
renting plan. We rent complete 
household furniture including TV  
with option to buy. Freds Furniture' 
4434 Lakelse Ave• 635.3630. (CTF) 
S iMPSONS SEARS LTD.  
ANNOUNCES:  
Ken'more Automatic  dryer  sale 
features, soft heat; top mounted lint 
screen; porcelin top; safety switch. 
Reg. 189.98 Now Only 169.98. 10 days 
only August 3 to August 13th. Call 
Simpsons Sears 63S.2218 or visit 4550 
Lakelse Ave•, Terrace. (C-9.3) 
29 - Mus ica l  InSt ruments  
Musical I ns t ruments :  Piano's for 
rent with option topurchase. Guitars 
and ampJifiers for sale o r  rent. 
Northern Musica l  Rentals, 4552 
Lazelle Ave., 635.3388. (CTF) 
32 - B icy les ,  Motorcy les  
Harley 74, rebuilt with 69 motor, 1 t00 
miles, 6t frame. View at lS27 
Queensway, Thornhlll. (P.9) 
1970.650'B•S•A. Flreblrd Scrambler. 
Twin Carbs. $1,200 Phone 635-5021 
after 6 p.m. (C-S.3) 
For Sale.  1967 Honda 450 15OO. Call 
at No. S, Timberland Trai ler:Park. 
-(CTF) 
33 - Fer Sale - M isc .  
DICTIONARIES " 
WEBSTER 
Library size 1970 edition, brancl new, 
still in box. Cost new $4S.00 
(WILL SELL FOR S1S) 
Deduct.10 percent on 
.. order of 6or more 
. . . . . . . . . .  :MAIL  TO 
rN.O RT  H.. AM E R J,C~A N 
L IQUIOATO~S • ~ ' : 
58 - 158. 2nd Ave. N. Dept. B.220 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 
C.O.D. orders enclose $1.00 per 
volume good will ..deposit. .Pay 
balance plus C.O.D. shipping on 
delivery. Besatyisfiedon inspection 
or return within 10 days for fulJ 
refund. No dealers, each. volume 
specifically stamped not for resale. 
(C-9-3) 
For Sale - Hay off a field in 
Smithers. $2S•00 a ton. Phone John - 
847-2516 (P -10)  
For Sale .. Precast sidewalks, 
concrete patio blocks, d i f ferent  
shapes and colors, quotes on laying 
sidewalks. Phone 63S.2603 Uplands 
Nursery. (CTF) 
For Sale - Taro riding lawn mower, 
f r idgedai re  washing machine, 
(portable) air conditioner, all like 
new. Best offers. Phone 635.7020 or 
635.737S. (CTF) 
For: Sale • 'I single box spring and 
mattress'S15, 1 double box spring 
and mattress $25, I Winnipeg couch 
and mattress $10, 1 wringer washer 
$60, 1 table and 6 chairs, chrome $50, 
1 dresser SIS, 1 Rocker SS, I 
chesterfield and chair .$20.:Phone 
635.7935 (P.9) - . . • . 
For Sale.  Pentax 35ram camera. 
Phone 635.2362 Ask for Room 9 (P-8) 
For sa le .  Hospital bed. $30. Phone 
639.3542 (P.8) 
For 5ale • Electric range $150, 
washer.spin dryer $100, double shelf 
unit $8.00; TV $25.00, 65mm rifle 
$80.00, birch firewood. Phone 635. 
3398 (C-8,3) 
For Sale - I Brownie Uniform slze 8- 
like new. 5 near. new Volkswagon 
tli'es; 30 gal. galvanized hot water 
.tank;.. I  set maple bunk beds; 1 
*chrome Set in good condition. Phone 
639.6621 (P ,8 )  
Sirch wood for sale for fireplace. 
Phone 635.2610, (PT-0! 
For Sale: :Electric Range, $150, 
Washer.spin.dryer $100, • occasional 
table $1S, hlgh chair $10, double shelf • 
unit $8, and misc. other Items: Phone 
635,339e:-~(c.:e:3.)..: . - . .  . 
Birch f i rew0od,  '350 " sa. feet,, 
fiberglass Insulafl-on, $15, 100 Ibs 3 
neils,$1S~ heavy spin.fishing'outfit, 
6.S mm rifle.:. Phone 635.3390. (c.8.3) 
• ',: ' : " ' ;~ ,  : ,  . . , ' .  : "  , t{  - 
I I  ' Hour or Contra,i 
• ' , :  PHONE 
, :~ -.,.".~ ,:!J~" : '  .. 
:.34,, For:.,' Rent  ~ £' Misc."  .", 
For 'Rent. Indoor sl0rage space for 
motorcycles~..ca mper s, ..sI,J ~Jooa, 
baals, plc k0pa;',*etc ;-P h0ne 6~2603 
(CTF)  ". ":,~' ' ' 
, ,~- !' '. ~.:i~'. '" ..... .::~':i ..',..:;,, ' ! "  ', -,?, 
"37 ',.' Pet~,::, :~ ~!:.! ~: . : .  '.: ~ "::  
:~:i/i,:: • i 
37- Pets 
For 5ale, Reg. Appaloosa gelding S 
years, well brokeandgentle. Phone 
Smlthers 847-9"/35 Box 637. (C.0) 
38 " Wanted. Misc. 
LANDWANTED 
40.160 acres, .with creek 0e' r iver  
frontage for  home;qead, North or 
N.E. of Terrace to Hazelton. Write 
R.L. Ketz, care  of General Deliver 7
Terrace, B.C. (P.8) 
wanted, to buy good used furniture. 
COntact'Preds Furniture• 635.3630. 
(CTF) " 
Wanted - Canning Jm's, Phone 635. 
49-  Homes  fo r  Sa le  
3 bedroom house, 1000 sq. ft. off 
,highway 16E. 2 miles from Skeena 
Bridge. Dowrpayment $600, first 
mortgage 12 percent. Full price 
$15,000.00. Phone 5-2603. 
(CTF) 
For Sale - Neat 3 bedroom house. 2 
bedrooms upotairs,._l bedroom and 
laundry room i n, fu ! l  basement. 
Double atfached ~, garage wi th  
cement floor. Lawn and flowers 
front and back. On ~/z acre, close to 
schools and-Store. Will .:take 3 
bedroom trai ler In good (:oridiflon as' 
down payment or terms. Phone 635- 
6621 (P-8)~ :. 
For. Sale . 4 bedroom house on V~ 
7041 (S~F.). . ,..::. :. :. acre o f  land, residential area in 
• . . -Terrace. 'Full besement firepla¢~e,. 
39- Boats & Engines 
For Sale.. 35 ft. cabin cruiser. May 
be. see n, at Kit imat Yacht Club. 
Phone 635.5900. (P;9) 
For Sale: River boat. 20 ft, long. 
Also trailer. Phone 635-6429. (Po19) 
Fur Sale: 14 ft. Aluminium boat. 
Brand new. Asking $350. Phone 635- 
2321, (STF) 
For Sale. 15' Glasspar boat, 50 h.p. 
Evinrude engine and Shoreline t i l t  
trailer. Enquire Co-op Boat Shop. 
(C-0-3) 
18 ft. Cabin Cruiser comp!ete with 55 
H.P. .e lec t r i c  start  Chrys ler  
outboard.,Like new. Many extras. 
Reasonably priced. Financing 
available. Phone 639.2062 after 5 
p.m. (P.9) 
43 - -Rooms fo r  Rent  
THORNHILL MOTEL 
& COFJ=EE SHOP 
HouSekeeping Units 
Propane boffle~ll l lng 
Pacific 66 Gas and e l i  
Highways 16 East (¢TF 
KEYSTONE COURT APTS. 
1,2, & 3 bedroom deluxe suites Scott 
Ave..Terrace. Swimming pool for 
tenants. Phone 639.5224. (CTF) 
HIIIside Lodge 
4450 Little Ave. 
Sleeping rooms;housekosplng units. 
Reasonable rates by week or month. 
. Non.drinkers only.:(P-9) 
Room for Rent for gentleman - 
Kitchen and laundry facilities. 
Prlva'te entrance. Apply• at 4728 
5trauma (P-9) 
l GATEWAY MOTEL I 
" i  ' . `•  . . . .  REOUCE~RATI~S ~ I ' :  
7 £;.;~'~ :~.c:;~J!~ ~" ~':-~].~: .,:. 
.!l,Monthly:;,;weekly:. ".' ::,',ii.~; !~:• 
. |  One ahd-two bedroom suites| 
I Phone 63S-540S " i 
|CTP . . . .  J 
OSBORNE• GUEST HOUSE. 
Comfortable rooms in quiet 
residential area. 28t2 Hall Street. 
Phone 63S.2171• (CTF) 
FLYNNAPTS.  
Furnished :rooms and furnishe(J 
apts. Cooking facilities available. 
Phone 635.6658 CTF) 
44 - Room & Board  
Room and board for gentleman In 
town. Phone 635.5972. (P-8) 
Room and board, for one working 
man. Phone 625.2321 (CTF) 
47-  Homes  fo r  Rent  
For Renh Furnished newly 
decoratedcabin. Close to school, in 
Io0ging community.  Apply 3707 
Kalum or phone 635.6BI5. (P .8 )  
New 3 bedroom, 2-storey, town 
house apts. Full basement, carport ,  
carpeting, available July 1st, Kalum 
.Ga.rdens; Phone. 639.5088. • (CT F) 
Furnished Cabins weekly and 
monthly rates. Cddars Motel. Pho:m 
635.225S. (CTF.3) 
Rent • 3bedroom row houses with 
refrigerators and sloves, some with 
washers and dryers. Electric heat. 
Close to downtown and school s 
' P layground for  chi ldren. 
..References required. Apply Mrs .  
Rebe Phillips, Cedargrove Gardens, 
'4529 Slreume, Suite 125. (CTF) 
For rent • 2 bedroom duplex in town. 
.Phor/e 635.5464 (P-0) -" " • 
For Rent ; from *AuguSt,15 for two 
months or more. Two.bedroom 
house, ful ly furnished, all utilities 
twO bathrOoms, Will sell for  cash • 
$20,000 or try your down payment. 
Phone 632-7481 Kit imat [P-8) 
For Sale. Private. 3 bedroom house 
in Terrace on quiet street near 
schools. 3 minutes from-downtown. 
Terms can be arranged. Phone 639- 
7337 (CTF) 
Par Sale b.v 'Owner - 3 bedroom 
. house with carport on 80 x 200 ft. lot 
in Thornhill. Near school and stm'e. 
Would consider ,  discount for 
reasonable cash offer.  For 
Appointment 1o view phone 635-5317 
(P.11) 
For Sale . 2 bedroom house on V= 
acre plus 2 hr. duplex. Close to 
town. Both presently rented . 
Require good down payment. Phone 
635.27S7 (P-8) 
51-  Bus iness  Locat ions  
Newly Decorated Office 
Birch panelled walls, wall to wall 
carpet. Electr c heat. Large:No:lh 
windows. Approx. 900 squar e fee~. on 
Lakel~e Ave. App ly -  Elken 
Mercanfi le Phone635.2552. (CTF.3) 
For rent .1 2 businessspaces in new 
building SOO sq. ft. & B00 sq. ft. Phone 
635.7985 (CTF) 
. . . . .  i i i  i 
II For Sale. Well established reta l l l  
| business" Genuine reasonfors~e|  
II other business interests..• Cohtact J
II Mr. Moore, 4616 Greig Ave. , I  
J (CTF-T-3) . ' J  
52 - Wanted to Rent 
Wanted Immedia le ly -  1 bedroom 
furnished suite or apt. Write 
Advertiser Box 689, Terrace Herald. 
(CTF) 
55 - P roper ty  fo r  Sa le  
For Sale In Thornhill. Cleared lot 75 
x(~0~.ft.~p~ w atpf~.,..Reas.o~b~y 
pri'ced.:~Ph~ '639.2772 ~ftel; 5' p .~ 
FOR SALE BYOWNER 
Lot in Thornhil l .  Has septic tank 
and field on public water supply. 
Has existing concrete foundation. - 
Can arrange 100 percent financing 
for approved parly. Phone 635-7337 
(CTF) 
Property for Sale: One large carper 
lot for sale in Thornhill. Phone 
Prince Rupert 624.3898 after 6 pm. 
(CT.8) 
For Sale: 160 acres, 100 acr~s, 
cultivated. Good buildings. Running 
water in house.- Barn built 1968 
Apply G.H. Shave, Gen. Del. 
Terrace or Phone 9.7088. (C.9). 
57 - Automobi les  
For Sale: One 1970 Kenworth/Wodel 
W.923 CNC excellent.conclition. All 
inquiries should be directed Io 635- 
3113. (CTF) 
WANTED:  Good transportat ion 
economy lype autom qblle. S2 to 62 
years, o reter red .  Phone 639-7041 
after 5:30 p.m, (STF) 
For Sale: 1970 Volkswagon can;: ~' 
automatic, radio, 20,000 miles, new ~ 
snow tiros, Best offer: Phone 635-, 
7020 or 635.7375. (CTF) 
For Sale: One 75 x 100 ft. lot and 12 x 
54 ft. General T ra i le r .  fenced and 
• landscaped. Asking $14000.00. Phone 
$.6726. (CTF) 
Downtown commercial property 
comprising two shops lotalling 1,800 
sq. ft• plus rental unit and parking 
space. Substantial mortgage 
available at 7 percent. Contact Mr.  
Moore, 4616 Greig Ave. (CTF-T) 
For Sale: Properly in the Nass. 
Contact Si or Bobby Davis, Box 129 
Nass Camp, Terrace,  B.C. (CTF) 
For  ~ Sale :  Lot south end Lakelse 
• Lake. Cabin req0ires repairs. Phone 
624.5131 Prince Rupert, 3.C. (C-9). 
Lots for sale 75 x 132' 1st class 
residential. Phone 6.19.2081. (CT.8.3) 
57.  A~t0n~'ob i les -  " 
For Sale- '1965 Mercury ~ ion 4x4 
truck with winch and new motor. 
Included Is a Chinook Camper. 
Phone 5-3841'or. 5:4294. (STF) _ : 
For Sale-1964 Rambler Classic in 
good condition:'9250 or  best offei'. 
Phone 635.2316 (P-8) .:". 
Heyl l  This Vancouver car j us t  like 
• new! 1967.Ford, only $1550 Phone 
635.4359 (P-0) 
For Sale. 1970 Chevelle 5S396 350 HP 
3 spd auto trans, buckets seats, cowl 
'induction, new polyglas tires. $,1300 
or  best offer. Phone 635.5242 (P.0) 
For Sale - 63 Chevy II $400 or best 
offer Phone 635.2464 after 6 p.m. (P- 
9) 
For Sale.  1970 hea~y duty Ford ¥, 
Ton pickup with fiberglass camper. 
Sleeps 7. Phone 63S.3542 or apply 
4616 Soucie St. (P -10)  • 
For Sale - Must eel 1970 Ford LTD 
390 V.8 auto hardtop 2 dr. Excellent 
condition, many extras, Includ.ing 
P.S.P.W., radio, rear  speaker, vinyl 
roof, also includes two good .studd0d 
tires on rims. $3,750 Phone Dave 
Pease 635.5250 after 6 p.m. (P-11) 
For Sale - 1970 H.D. V~ ton Ford 
12,000 miles $2300. 
1961 Rambler  Classic, good 
condition throughout. $200. Phone 
63S.3537 (P.9) 
For Sale - 1965 IHC VF~'10, Cab and 
Chassis V549 engine 5 and 4 spicer 
transmission, 30,000 eaton axels, faJr 
condition. 
1971 I HC 1200 Crew cab V-8, 4 speed• 
Approximately 5,000 miles, like new. 
May be financed. Call 635.6391 (C.9- 
3) 
1970 IHC V~ ton P.U.V.8, P.B.P.S. 
deluxe cab with buckets. Will accept 
older car or P.U. as trade. 
Financing can be arranged. $3,200 
"Phone 635.7493 eves. (P-10) 
58-  T ra i le rs  
SOUTH PARK HOLIOAY 
TRAILERS&CAMPERS 
(H Itches • mirrors etc., 
REEL INN MOBILE HOME 
SALES 
5506 HWy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.2033 (CTF) 
For sale~.,l(~. ,;fi~, ~-fa~Y~,l~l~e'~lllqr~.T~elf 
containS, . .~e i~ ~.'~l~e ~.  
2551 (P.8-) ~,. " " 
Empress Motor.Homes 
Come in and seeour now 1971 Motor 
Homes. 4736 Park St:, Terrace. 
Please phone 635.3078 after S or 
Saturdays. (CTP) 
For Rent . 10 x 38 two bedroom 
trailer, fully furnished. Write 
Advert iser .  Box 690, Terrace 
Herald. (CTF) 
For Sale. 12 x 52 Glendale traller. 2 
br; with centre kitchen. Large 
finished joey shack and porch. Will 
handle financing with small clown. 
Phone 635.7493 or 635.6368 (P.10) 
Lega l .~: .  • 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
PETER LARSEN, fo rmer lyo f  
the City of .TeP.ra~:e, in:.the 
Province of ~Brltir, h Columbia, 
Deceased " ~ 'r- ~ : : " 
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN 
that Creditors:!~and others  
having c la ims '  against  • the 
estate of the-above Deceased 
are hereby:,yequired to.send. 
them to the ~Jnders!gne~l Care of, 
Ladnei', DowiJs; Ladn'er, Locke, 
Clark & i.enox, Barris;lers:and 
Solicitors, Sixth Floor, '  6.40 W. 
Hastings Sf., Vancouver 2,:B.C;, 
before, tile 27th :day of AugUst; 
1971, after which date  fhe. 
administrator will distribute ~ 
the said estate among .'the 
parties :entitle thereto having' 
regard 0nly to the cliBms ()f 
whlch ~they then have had 
notice. 
• " '~ JOHN N. HURST,: 
Administrator 
.- ~% . 
BY: ' l 'adner, Downs, Ladner, 
Locke, 
Clark & Lenox. 
Solicitors for the estate 
(C.9-3) 
THE DISTRICTOF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
Notice:is:hereby given that a 
public hearing will be held on 
proposed • zoning amendment 
by - law No:!* 613-1971. The 
proposed amendment  is as 
follows: 
To rezone Lot  3 except Parcel 
"'A" (explanatory Pian 4166), 
Block 12, :D!stricf .Lot 361, 
Range .5, Coast Distri(:t, Plan 
1117.belng 47,10 -Lakelse Avenue 
fr0m • Admin is t ra t ive  and 
Assembly (P1) to Central 
Commercial (C1). 
The proposed amending by- 
law may be viewed during 
regular business hours at 1he 
municipal hall. 
The public hearing shall be 




Herald news reporter- - 
photographer. Rick Munro 
hardly enjoyed his very first- 
hand ace0unt of the playground 
activities currently in session at 
Terrace's Community Centre. 
He was apparently spotted by 
unknown sources Friday with 
his pants dripping and leaving a 
strong trail down the sidewalk 
leading from the centre. 
Playground officials, when" 
contacted had little to say about 
the matter but did state that it 
was pes0ible a news reporter 
'fitting the description could 
have been soaked by Friday's 
water fight activity. 
Latest reports from Munro 
say that tlie account is 
altegether true andthat tee 
pants i~ mention ha~e not 
stopped shrinking• 
Despite a]l their problems 
Ter race 's  Recreat ion  
Committee is still supporting 
playground sessmns at 
Uplands, Parkside and Kiti-K- 
Shan schools along with 
sessions held at the centre 
itself. Each session is 
supervised by two leaders and 
usually draws children 
fromwidely scattered points 
throughout the community. 
:., "The hot  weather has sent 
m~t ef '"our students to the 
beac!i,'" sa id  leader Vikki 
Thomsoni'"and our average 
count is Jbet~veen 10 and 15 kids 
per session:':" 
Miss -Thomson said the 
• .fi gu re S ' ' . :a r e~.. :....:usually 
strengtll:ened ?dUring' ~i;ainy 
weather but I~hatuntil~ the hot 
weather goes, ~ the playground 
activities will be designed to 
meet the' conditions. Water 
fights a~d KOBI Aid drinking 
contests along with regular 
sports activities have basically 
formed this week's agenda. 
;~Vat lao le  immealaTely. No 61 FalcOn . . " " 
children, no pets. Phone. 635.2065 or 67"lnternat10na VF220 Tandum 
-.apply at.891 Rlver D~' (P,0) . DumI~ ,~ . . . . . .  
; " . ' - -  '/,7 Tnvnt~ ~ " " 
p.m. . I. Fad~ing and ~]aine Parmenter,  
-All persons having any ~come together with activities 
offer~ "', : , ; 
Ickup, $695~0.I;: ~;!  
interest in the proposed 
amendment aforementioned 





District of Terrace 
NOTICE TO CR E-DI:I'ORS 
Es~tate o f .  Harold El~mer 
RUTH oka  Harold Ernest 
RUTH,  deceased, late. of 
Genera l  Del ivery,  Terraee,  
B.C. 
Creditors "ancl. ofllers having 
claims against~ the" said estate 
are hereby required to send 
them' duly ver i f ied,  to the 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  635 
Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, 
B.C., before•the 15th dBy of 
September, 197.1, after• which 
date the assets o f  the said 
Estate wi l l  be" d is l r ibuted,  
For Sale • 2 ioey shacks, 6 x 8 porch 
and 8 x 12 finished room. Phone 635. 
225B (CTF) 
For Rent • fully furnished 2 bedronr~ 
trailer. Parking included. $118 ger 
month. 635.2306 or 635.2482 (P.8) 
For Sale • 10 x55 ft. Nashu~ trailer. 
Fully furnished, good condition. 
Phone 635.2043 (P.11) 
TRAILER SPACES 
Fenced green lawns, playground, f laying regard only to c la ims  
close to schooh $30.00 dnd $35.00" ~. thaf'have been' re(:eived. 
ioer month. Also.Trailer rentals. " " " : • 
. .  '. ::' . : ClintonW; Foote, 
: - . ;.. . PublicTrustee 
(C.10:3) 
61.-: Tenders 
NOT'ICE TO ROOFING " 
• ": CONTRACYORS'  
ISF:ALED ,TEN'DERS 'for', fhe 
fell 'owing .. reroof lng " and 
associ'ated: W0rk:_~:wll l ,  be  
Located 944 Kofoed St. In. 
Thornhill. Phone 635.2482 or635- 
2386 (P-11) 
TRAILER SPACES 
Fenced green lawns, 
playground, close to 
school. $30.00 and 
$35~00.per month. • . 
Also Trai ler rentals 
Located 944 Kofoed St. 
in.~Thornhill• Phone " i ,  
' 635~2482 oI" ~1S.2386 
(P-~) :: . paid•'$250. Phone 635.2920,or cal at For sale .1964 GMC V= ton pick up . . . .  i / ,  w r!("- .W, l l l ,  loW' 
4604 .Tuck~AVe,.(P.8) .;.~ " $5oo.Phorle63S-~94after 6 p.m• (P, ;-... - : a ' .__ .received by.the.under~ign'ed;up 
- - - -  8):~ ""  ' " . . . .  : " . " :" l  J:' ' ~ ' ~ ' / ~  i l i l ' .  " ' : |  t0 4i'00 p.m..PDST':12fh;~/August', ' 
48; Suites:for Rent, ~ ' - - l : , ~  D~' ] I=~I~I  ' .i ' |  1971" ~: .  . . . .  ' ,,.. ;'; : ' . .  :, 
< ' " . " . • ' ' - .. , . . . I | ' ~  ....... P_.,I ~' 'u ::":I  skeena  Juni0r /'S~e~'ondarv 
. For Rent. i bedroom furnished apt 67 F0rd~.Custom ' 500 ~ * " " "  " J : J '  ~ 't*;', . : .!  -' :11 Scho0 Terrace ' - - ' - - -  q~ 
• Av i lab le '  ; i ediat ,  BI : • • : I l l  • :•M~)B I / I=•• :• I  : , 'r " " ' " ' O P V I ~  . . . .  
l r n.no P • e.  '67:lnternat10nalVF220 u . I1_ ~.~--'u,..a;e.T;~: '! Squares'  • < . . . .  ' 
l  t,wI i   l) ~  "~:' ' . . . .  .' "r I ' :  ...... "~"nvm'=~' - '~=~'1  ' " ' - ....... " . - " " 
!F0r-en; " " : ' :  ~- :  ' " L ' . _":. 6T.Toyota :." " : / . .  I l (:TERRACE') LTOI I  Uplands.. Eiementary;~Schooli: 
.isulte7 ele;:t~l~e,~room.~m~sneo ~GMCHand l 'Su 's  ' " :" I | :  . . . .  , . . -  . : " .  " " : : ' |  Terrace ,approx  131":Squares'. 
'~Thornh .schoo 635-6950 after '6 /u65 [Vo.. ~ ;.,~_,~ev i~,mp r . . . .  .-,; ,'; ~ : i ,  ,:.,, ;KN.IO~..T ~, CassleHallElementarySchoo, 
• m P 9 ' - . . . .  n o . = ~ : . .  , . , - , . ,  . . . .  . ,~ ' * . 351UIK I= ". ' . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
' P "  " ( " ) '  '" ' ' : " : " '  . . . . .  "~""~' - ' - " : ' '  ' ~' " [ | '  "" PAGE " " ::.I Ter race  .approx.. 750.lln. -.ft. S-  
,, • " • ~ . '~nqulre ~KeenaAOlOiters Lid;, 4742 = I . ', . : ' " • • , . ' I  trlpping ," :,, . .::.'., :,,',,,!.; :: ,! :.: • 
en t t mo Lakelse Ave 6,19 22SS (CTF) For  R t • Apar men s InRe ,6  . ' . ~: - '.. : I l ' . ' / " . . '  " . '~ "~ • " .  ' .  ' ' I  . , ' : ' : . .  ,," ~ ' m ' . . . . .  L' ' ' " r '4 
• miles, west o f .  Terrsce:s100 per : . . . .  ."" :.. ; " ,•  : , '  :: . . . .  I l, c0meJnandSeeOErSelect l~']  " .  :::'.::,. ": ,:.'.' ' . -  
month, IncJudlng ..frldge:anct. stove For  sale?,:~SJckn~s f0~e~.::ial~,of ' l:~dfDOUJ~l'~Wld,.=~,~e;.,.,;~: . : |  -:)peclflcatlons wlll:be-avallnble 
andheat, PhoP(~6~.d090afteP6p m truck, and .camper. i~hone '~-7~'  I ,.' : . .  ~'~" " " :~ ' " - "  . , , , , ,w-' :  ,~ at  the Schoo l :Board  Of f  c.e : .. 
~,.. • ,,~...~. :...,:.~ . . . . .  .. . " r . "  ~ ' " . '~  ".~ :.'i~'.'~ , "':~ ' [ : ' : '~ ' '~ . ' ' . ' . : _  .~  ~f  ~:~":,'~ . J Compet l t ion!open to 'bona . f lde  
.. For 'Reht .  2 bedroom apt": nc Odes 19~CI ~-mouth S~-ri's W,;i ;" ": ; ' - ' : ! -  " | :  ~;~' ' 'BoX IBSv . .~: .  ~ . '"~1 "Mernber  Cont ractors  MSMRCA 
w-wcarpet,  carport, C ese toschool, In' 'A T P B P S~ ~s~tte  ta,,e 1 '  .~ " M;=,lk, . . ; , , ,  ,=~ ~_ : . ,  . . . |  only. '  : .. : ...::.. 
' " t , . . . . . . .  '. w " -w lUMHWa 7. Ig  r..¢lbi % " . garane and,s ore, Also !:bedroom deck. • Buckets', Low .mllea,,e | : ---" . . . . . .  " l  ' - " , " : : '  ~c' ' . ,  '".".:" " 
fu~nsh~,ahoUS~hoBnO:hf~oc:t~m ~n ip~m:c~!.~r~i~h~ut ,' Bestof~r: I • . . . . .  ~'  "0n0  635;3343 q Yhe Iowest~r, any ; t~nd~,  l i  
5513 ' p"  6 ) "  . . . .  k ' '1  : ' ~ , ' . * " :  | ' " 'Ter race ,  B .C . "  :.*'| ;oat necessarl lybe acceht~l ' . 
2 bedPoom .basement ate ~partly - • . . . .  • '.. ~. - ~ ' . . - , k  ..' . . . .  :',.::. :. ~ ?". . ' ,  ": ;*~.:~ .~ ' ' ..:: - : . : ,  ~..;:. ::~.:..~:::~:.:,'J:.'~:.'. " ":..,.'L .f,;,.,, l-h,~ ' , - -~- - ,=  ,~,h.=,,,~= , , ,  19d6 O0dge.~ ton pickup.wlth lone . . . .  ' ' in m ~ . . . . . .  " ' "  ' ' ~' " " ' " : "  '! :; ' : ; ' - ,E+~/ells 
. . . .  .. x, S~00 or pest , . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ' ' ' " Secretar Teas  ' r meters,- reed  a te  occupanc . '  No  L ~ • , , . • . . .  , . .  , , : . , , ,  , . . . .  , , .~ . . . .  , ~ ~r  Ure  • 
,, heavv d, nkers.: Phone, 6~S.5730" . , . ;  .~:.,,~. : ', ..... , . ,  . . .  ' :  " U ~  , : .... J ~':,.-:,:,, ~ .:,~.ScN~!,Ol~t~i~t~i~..,~, Y'" * 19d~GMC,t~Itonplckup, f ' . '  . . . .  ' , .  ~' ~ '~- '~ , ' . r " :  ' ' -  " . . . . . . . . .  ,, 
; _ L t  ii | , ,~ , / * o;e 
 p,okup,! USE . . . .  .... 
, t~a~o~:~W~lA. ,~  ~; :~ ' ; ,~ .~:~%, ' , , •~ ,: ~c~-~I  ~ •: ~.~. 
y h-aJler, p.5one ¢IS:,:- I ~ ~';%, i F~/!"I ~ m '-  mdl,- ' ; i '~l ;-:; ~ :~ ' , i ;S ! :  
;~,~.~.;,.:.:i~:.'~,•~:::(~!.9~,!,'i~!~IdbMllt~Ub:.~,: ' ~ : : ~ ;  
nelween i s in . .X i  
after 6 I~,n ~, (CT~;  
"F, o1'*. J~t~t. : : '~ .~r '.'3 
~r~fl~:nlkSe 
held at Me Hart Farm and the 
Kinsmea's KiddiesPark: 
Located 20 miles . from 
Terrace the HartFarm offers 
acres of outdoors recreational 
facilities. Students visiting the 
farm on a parent sponsored 
policy enjoy swimmingj nature 
hikes and  . many • c reat ive  
projects which requ i re  lots of 
room for movement.  The 
farmland is made available to 
• local students ti,rough!tSe joint 
co-operati0n 0f ' the District 
Munictpal i  ty, ". Ter race  
Recreation Committee and 
Columbia CelluL]ose-Co., . . . . . .  
Kinsmen's Kiddie Park is the: 
result .of Te.rra~e'S: Kinsmen l
service dub and this week-is the 
site of the playground 
swimming sessions. 
don't know who. 
• to turn,  fo .  , . .  




Phone 631.2444 ~ .... 
Terrace;n:C,", 
ih llaWes   
1., , , , ' ,  : 
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adventureous? 
When you read the following 
information you may well 
decide that the Terrace area 
has a lot of places you haven't 
visited yet. 
There is no vacation from 
provincial taxes on sales, 
cigarettes and tobacco. Many 
vacationers will learn this the 
hard way this summer, says 
CCH-~anadian Limited. 
In the case of sales and 
cigarettes, the provincial taxes 
are on top of a 12 percent 
federal sales tax and a 12-cent- 
a-pack federal cigarette tax. 
The accompanying tax maps 
of Canada and the U.S.A. 
especially prepared by CCH, 
show provincial and state tax 
rates on gasoline, retail sales 
and cigarettes. 
Every province levies a 
general sales and use tax except 
rates range from a high of 8 
percent in Quebec, New 
VofotloningP. Stoy ot home . . !' 
! ' g g n a Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Cigarette smokers fared cents from 13 cents and its tax 
vacation somewhere else in the Nova Scotia and Newfoundland much worse in the United onoviationfuelto3 cents from 1 
country because you're collect 7 percent. There are no States. So far this year, cent. New Brunswick imposed 
Arkansas has hiked its tax a 
nickel to 17.75 cents a pack, 
Georgia and Montana have 
gone from 8 to 12 cents, Iowa 
from 10 to 13 cents, Maine from 
12 to 14 cents, Massachusetts 
from 12 to 16 cents, Nebraska 
from 8 to 13 cents, Oregon from 
4 to 9 cen~ and Washington 
from 11 to 16 cents. 
New York City has imposed 
an additional tax, based on tar 
and nicotine count, on top of the 
present 4-cent-a-pack ity rate. 
The New York state tax rfite is 
already 12 cents per pack. 
GASOLINE TAX 
If a traveller spends much of 
his vacation on the nation's 
highways, he might do well to 
avoid the eastern section of 
Canada. The tax bite on 
gasoline is 20 cents in New 
Brunswick, 21 cents in Nova 
Scotia and Prince Edward 
Island. Newfoundland outstrips 
them all with a hefty 25 cents 
per gallon. 
British Columbia upped its 
gasoline tax rate this year to 15 
a 3 cent-per-gallon tax on 
aviation fuel and in the Yukon 
the gasoline tax rose to 14 cents 
per gallon from 11 cents. • 
Other rates across the 
country remained unchanged 
with a low of 12 cents per gallon 
in the Northwest Territories 
followed by Alberta with 15 
cents per gallon, said CCH. 
Travellers to the U.S.A. might 
consider an inland vacation in 
Missouri or Texas where they 
will find one of the lowest 
gasoline tax rates in the nation - 
- 5 cents a gallon. 
Recent gasoline tax increases 
south of the border include the 
following: Florida enacted an 8- 
cent-a-gallon tax, only a penny 
behind the new taxes in Maine 
and Washington; motorists in 
Georgia will now pay 7.5 cents a
gallon in state taxes -- up a 
penny; Idaho and Montana 
have continued their 7-cent 
ra tes indefinitely; and 
Massachusetts has upped its 
rate a penny to 7.5 cents, CCH 
said. 
sales taxes in the Northwest 
Territories and Yukon. 
Across the border, sales and 
use taxes are levied by forty- 
five states and the District of 
Columbia with rates ranging 
from 2 percent in Oklahoma nd 
Indiana to 6 percent in 
Pennsylvania. 
CIGARETTE TAXES 
Smokers wishing to avoid 
high tax rate areas shoul 
Smokers wishing to avoid 
high tax rate areas should head 
west, notes CCH, because the 
rates decrease progressively 
from east to west. 
In British Columbia, Alberta 
and Saskatchewan the tax is 7 
cents per pack' Manitoba, 
Ontario and the three Atlantic 
Prtovinees nick the smoker for 
8 cents per pack and 
Newfoundland collects a 
whopping 10 cents per pack of 
twenty. 
British Columbia alone 
Brunswick and Prince Edward increased its rate this year from 
Island to a low of 5 percent in a modest 5 percent o a hefty 7 
Ontario, British" Columbia, Cents per pack. 
Regional Recreational Report 
RECREAT ION CO-  
ORDINATOR FOR QUEEN 
CHARLOTTE ISLANDS? 
Two meetings of 
representatives from various 
Queen Charlotte Island 
communities were held at Port 
Clements during June. The 
main topic of discussion 
centered around the possibility 
of hiring a full-time recreation 
co-ordinator for the Islands. 
The idea was well received at 
the meetings. Most delegates 
voiced a need for more 
recreational opportunities, 
particularly for children, in 
their communities. 
Following the meetings, Mr. 
Ken Richardson, Regional 
District Representative for 
Electoral Area D (Queen 
Charlotte Islands) approached 
the Board of Skeena A Regional 
District o request authorization 
for a recreation feasibility 
study. Permission was granted 
by the Board. Mr. Richardson 
and Mr. Ray Hansen, Mayor of 
Masset, were asked to appoint a 
citizen study committee. The 
committee will note publie 
support for the proposed 
service, determine the extent of 
recreation facilities available, 
recommend sources of finances 
and so on. A meeting of 
community representatives will
be held a tPort Clements on July 
26th to launch the sutdy. 
RECREAT ION DIRECTOR TO 
BE BII~ED AT FORT ST. 
JAMES 
The Village of Fort St. James 
intends to select a Recreation 
Director for their community 
this month. Several 
applications have been received 
for the position. The Fort St. 
James l~lunicipal Council and 
Recreation Commiss ion  
members wi l l  interview 
applicants within two weeks. 
swimming lessons popular this 
summer 
3. To be effective in 
interpreting the approved 
recreation policy and program 
to the community. 
4. To help interpret the wants 
and needs of the community to 
the Recreation Director. 
5. To provide an opportunity 
for community delegations tobe 
heard (at length if need be) 
regarding recreational matters. 
6. To be up-to-date and take 
advantage of recreation 
services provided by senior 
levels of government, i.e. 
Recreation Brnach, Indian 
Affairs, Rehab. and Social 
Improvement, Sports and 
Fitness Fund, Cultural Arts 
Fund, First Citizen's Fund, 
Provincial Secretary, Mental 
Health Unit, and also to assist 
the Recreation Director in 
• obtaining non-municipal 
recreation resourc..,-, iu tht: 
community, i.e. use of school 
facilities, adult education help, 
service clubs, lodge help, etc. 
7. To assist in hiring staff. 
GENERAL ADVANTAGES 
1. Since a good municipal 
recreation service is complex, 
time is required to understand 
the service in order to have a 
better basis for decisions. 
Aldermen and Administrators 
do not have the time necessary - 
a Recreation Commissio n can 
take the t time necessary. 
2. Group decisions regarding 
community recreational needs 
are generally better than 
individual decisions'. Since the 
Recreation Commission is 
structured (or should be) to 
represent the various egments 
of the community, fewer 
decisions are made on one 
individual's ins, interest, 
ability, etc. (Assumption- that 
the Recreation Commission is 
representative of community 
interest.) 
no less than seven such 
adventure playgrounds around 
Vancouver, and she can take 
credit for initiating many more. 
She believes that children 
should take the major part in 
designing their playgrounds. 
An architect trained in the 
proper use of people-space 
should interpret their needs into 
plans, and parents should take a 
direct part in getting the thing 
made. 
'The idea is to have chaos', 
she says, 'but an order chaos. 
Look around an  adventure 
playground and you will see all 
kinds of mess, but it's a creative 
ueen Mary and Annie B. 
Jamieson schools. Further 
creative playgrounds are being. 
planned following a series of 
talks through which Mrs. 
Oberlander ncouraged parents 
to consult teachers and organize 
to set up their own playgrounds. 
When parents and teachers 
actually build the playgrounds 
themselves costs are reduced to 
a minimum- as little as 20 cents 
a square foot. And there's little 
maintenance -- keeping lawns 
trimmed in a conventional 
playground costs money! 
So if you have an empty lot 
near you which exerts its messy 
mess.' attraction on the neighbourhood 
Her latest achievement is a pixies -- you could call up the 
playgroundat Talmud Torah school board and have the lot 
school, Twenty-Seventh and moved into the playground 
Oak. A parent contributed the 
cost of approximately $2,000 -
about 40 cents per square foot. 
the children unanimously 
approved of it, and the school 
staff report a definite increase 
in joy and enthusiasm in class. 
Gone are the organized games 
which usually consist in the 
majority of standing waiting. 
And gone are the bored hangers- 
around. 
where it belongs. 
C0~ING EVENTS 
A Red Cross Water Safety 
Instructor School will be held at 
Kitimat during August For 
more information, please 
contact Mr. Harry Moreland, 
Recreation Director, 1101 
Kingfisher Street, Kitimat, B.C. 
Like most of Mrs. The Norhtwest Parks and 
Oberlander's designs, it has two Recreation Conference will be 
U-shaped fiberglass slides, a held in Srnithers, Sept. 18-19th. 
simple Wendy house made of 
plain wood, stepping logs, earth 
mounds, plenty of trees, a 
sandpit about 40 feet long ringed 
with boulders, a tree house built 
around a tall pine, an old boat, 
two tunnels, old car tires, scrap 
lumber, flower and vegetable 
beds and several benches. 
Playgrounds roughly similar 
have been designed by Mrs. 
Oberlandcr for  North Shore 
Neighborhood House in North 
Vancouver; for the Children's 
Aid reception centre, 18th and 
Kaslo; for Acadia Park in the 
University of B.C., and at 
WINSTED, Conn. (AP) -  
The business card of Carl C. 
Cranmer of Sandisfield. 
Mass., boasts that he has no 
business. 
When he delivered a news 
re lease  to the Winsted 
Evening Citizen last week, the 
engraved card he also left 
said under his name: "No 
Business-r-retired." And in the 
four corners of the card Cran- 
mer bragged: "No Phone, No 
Mortgage, No Money, No 
Worry." 
vancouver 
"Ever wonder why a messy, 
overgrown empty lot never fails 
to entice children away from 
their gleaming toys in the b:,~k 
yards. What is the magic about 
a bunch of mounds, o few 
puddles and a couple of scrawny 
trees that can make children 
abandon their mechanical 
swings, teeter-totters and pedal 
cars? 
According to landscape 
architect Cornelia Hahn 
.Oberlander, it's 'syncopaiion 
in space' -- in short, it's a mess. 
And along with being a mess an 
empty lot is usually unorganized 
and full of variety. It's the 
ultimate children's playground. 
This fact first began to gain 
wide acceptance after the 
Second World War when the 
ubiquitous ruined bomb sites of 
Europe began to be occupied by 
city children. Social workers 
observed that children viewed 
as paradise heaps of rubble 
which adults preferred to ignore 
or hurriedly redevelop. 
It has taken a long time for 
city authorities and school 
designers t 
It has taken a long time for 
city authorities and school 
designers to learn that heir tidy 
notions of what children should 
need bore no relation to what 
they in fact wanted. The Those were the golden days of auto racing. Sheet metal and 
tyranny of organized sheer guts; the full.throttle roar of cars and crowds; and the 
competitive games has usually taste of Old Style Beer to quench that wind-whipped, dust.dry, 
kept school playgrounds bare bone.tired thirst. The cars move a lot faster today, but Old 
expanses of asphalt or grass, Slyle's still brewed slow and easy. For good old-faehloned 
and porkshavemostlypr0vided finvour. So rally round the Old Style flegl It's s winnerl 
only. a corner full of clumsy 
metal equipment. 
In Canadian cities like ' . ~  
Vancouver which are only now 
acquiring a real urbancore and . .i 
New Learn -To-Swim 
programs have been launched 
at Burns Lake and Smithers this 
summer. The registrations 
have been excellent in both 
communities. Smithers' first 
swimming program in about 
twenty ears has more than 200 
children registered. They will 
learn to swim at nearby Kathlyn 
Lake under the direction of 
instructors Bob MacLean and 
Bill Sturn. In Burns Lake, the 
Recreation Commission made 
several improvements to their 
local beach this spring. They 
now have over 100 children 
enrolled in classed from non- 
floaters to the Red Cross Senior 
level. 
Programs are also operating 
successfully in many other 
areas throughout the 
Northwest. Most communities 
large and small are providing 
swimming lessons this summer. 
'r'•*i 
i!ii: : .: [ ]  
CHIPPED FOAM PILLOW 
Cotton floral print t icking. I 27  
Colour  choice. 18 x 26". E 
GREY COTTON BLANKET 
Striped border. 44 x 72". ~ I1~1~ 
Now at a super low price. ( 77 Woolworth Reg. 1.17 
Viscose Blend Blanket 
Colourflul Warm Without 
Weight Slightly imperfect @ 
Cosy Comforter 
Fil led with Polyester F ib re -  
In gay f loral prints t ~1~88 
72" x 84" Only l [  ~U~ 
DECORATOR CUSHIONS 
Good quality toss cushions. I 17 
Foam filled. Approx. 
14" square. l 
30" Rollaway Got: 
Spring filled 




Bed - By Sealy 
'nc'udes: M ttress 6 8 O 0 Matching Box 
Spring 
6 Hardwood Legs 
 :iii lil ii li! 
ii'i!ii'•ii::i MIRACLE-AIRE 
V" 
, " ,  . .;- 
BLANKET 
WHAT A BUY 
Sol id  co lour  thermal  
blanket with 4" acetate 
binding. In a blend of vis- 
cose / rayon/ny lon .  Size: 
72 x 90", In a great choice 
of rich colours. Don't miss 
this quality buy. 
~U£N i 
PILLOW SUPS 99 '  
42 X 33". Reg. 1.27 Palr 
.0u=E s.ms 
Flat style. 80 x 100". 
TWIN SHEETS 2TJh 
Flat style. 72 x 100': .  
FITTED SHEETS 288 
Double size. 54 x 76". Each 
FITTED SHEETS 266 
Twln slze. 39 x 76".  
66 SINGLE SHEETS 
,Size: 63 x 100". 
SHOP WITH EASE SAY; 
WHY A RECREATION 
COMMISSION? 
Listed below are several 
advantages for using a 
recreation commission tocarry 
out the municipal recreation 
service. More advantages could 
be listed as well as some 
disadvantages. The 
alternatives for administering 
community recreation i clude: 
Generally to meet with the 
Recreat ion  D i rec t  
Director on a regular basis (i.e. 
monthly or be-monthly) in 
order: 
I. To be aware of and up-t~ 
date with regards to the on.got 
on.going recreationn program, 
problems, future plans, etc. 
2. Tospend time n~cessary to 
develop, With the RecreaUonr • WhJC h .currently face genuine 
Direct.or a consistent working urban, as Opposed to suburban, 
philosophy L Of recreation problems, the need for the , . . . .  , , . BEER 
., 4 ' , , services so that sound empty lot or bomb-site ~ L * ' " Slow-brewod and naturally aged " 
recommendations regarding concept of playground esign id' .,, - . . 
policy may be provided to the becoming.urgent, +.This advertisement is not published or d!splayed by the 
.:. townconncil, " .. • Mrs.'Oberlanderlmsdesigned Liq~orConkolBOardorbytheGovernmentofBritishColumbia. 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 5, 
s.ms 4". 
Flat.72 x lOO, .  Reg. 5.49 
DOUBLE SHEETS J97 
Flat. 81 x 100". Re~ ]. 5.99 BI~ Each 
 paUEEN SHEETS 77 & 
t. 90 x 115". Reg. 7.99 V Each 
67 FITTED SHEETS 4/E,c" 
Twin. 39 x 75". Reg, 5.49 
FITTED SHEETS 4T, Th 
Double. 54 x 75". Reg. 5.99 
• FITTED SHEETS &77 
Queen. 60 x 80". Reg. 7.99 V2Eoch,  
PILLOW SLIPS 47 
" ' . Reg. 2.89 Pak 
CHARGE IT. •PLEASE 
